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The Chief Function

of the Lecture Bureau of the Joseph

Fels International Commission is to pro

mote a wider interest in the problems

which affect public welfare. To carry

out this purpose a staff of the ablest

lecturers, writers and economists in the

country has been secured.

Q. The Bureau is interested only in bringing

the lecturers and organizations together. No

financial benefit is solicited nor desired. Or

ganizations are asked to pay lecturers direct.

Q. Give the Bureau an opportunity to help you

in dealing with problems confronting every

community. Get in touch with its secretary,

who will cooperate with you in arranging for a

lecture on the present crisis, a lecture on tax

ation and its relation to Democracy, a lecture

that will be of help in the educational work of

your organization, a lecture on civic and social

problems.

EARL BARNES–Professor of Education

John DEWEY-Professor of Philosophy.

FREDERIC C. Howr-U. S. Commissioner of Im

migration.

JoHN WILLIs SLAUGHTER-Journalis
t,

Sociologist.

and many other speakers of distinction are

available through the Bureau.

Q Bring to the attention of the Secretary of

your organization the announcements of this

Bureau which appear from time to time in

THE PUBLIC.

Q Full information will be gladly supplied and

individual circulars will be sent to any one on

request.
ANNA BRIDING, Secretary,

Lecture Bureau,

Joseph FELS INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION,

122 East Thirty-seventh Street,

New York City.
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Editorial

The announcement of Colonel House on his

return from the Inter-Allied Conference, that

the work of his Commission has been carried

through to complete success, is welcome indica

tion of the new unity of method in the conduct

of the war. Apparently the first object was to

devise machinery for the advantageous placing

of American supplies. With a necessarily lim

ited amount of aid available to meet an unlim

ited demand, clearly some understanding and

balancing of needs were indispensable. From

the disposition of economic to that of military

assistance was but a step, already prepared by

the new coordination demanded by the Italian re

verse. Colonel House disclaims having discussed

peace or war aims, but the President's message

to Congress, appearing coincidentally with the

Paris activities, so fully clarified America's pur

pose that there is no sense of deficiency in con

nection with the mission’s work.

x * x

The situation in Russia still awaits clarifica

tion. Reports indicate that Cossack efforts to

overcome the Maximalist government have failed

even in the south where they had most chance of

success. The surprising fact which western

countries have been slow in accepting, is the

extent of the Leninist influence. If it could

from the beginning dominate the military forces,

and extend in a few weeks through all adminis

trative districts to the Pacific, based as it was

partly on misrepresentation of and hostility to

Russia's allies, the observers of allied countries

deputed to interpret the Russian situation, stand

convicted of amazing stupidity. Russians have

somehow come to believe that the only interest

their allies have in them is as a cat's paw for

British, French and American imperialism. Fair

ness compels the admission that the British Gov

ernment is largely responsible for this state of

affairs. It is senseless to dwell on past mistakes

except to avoid them in future, and at least to

understand the urgent need of doing something.

Confidence in British sympathy and help has

departed from Russia. There is still a chance

for America, but it will be lost if we merely

stand off to see what will happen. Russians may

be extremists, but they are easily capable of ad

justment of differences. A strong lead toward

compromise, backed by the kind of aid that

counts in these days, might go far toward avert

ing the impending civil strife. As for the sep

arate peace, the matter may be allowed to take

care of itself. The Germans in the present situ

ation cannot afford to concede a peace to Rus

sia that will not be oppressive and humiliating.

It will be repudiated with sufficient promptness

before the end of the war closes the avenues of

redress, if relief from intolerable hardship gives

a chance to national self-respect.

* * *

Lord Northcliffe, baron become viscount, evi

dently feels the need of grasping honors before

they become empty. He forsees the submergence

of Lord Lansdowne and his class through the

abolition of great feudal land holdings in Eng

land. When the soldiers return they will de

mand and secure the soil they have been fighting

to protect. It is well known that Lord North

cliffe can change his political views over night,

but this particular belief has struck deeply

enough to remain since his first visit to the army

in France. That England, at the conclusion of

the war, will become a nation of peasant proprie

tors is a conviction of immeasurable significance

when held by a man like Lord Northcliffe.

* * *

The American public needs to be on its guard

during the next few months in considering the

vast amount of criticism that will be heard on

the floor of Congress and in the committee hear

ings. We are to witness a reaction from the
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almost-maudlin suspension of the critical faculty

in the months since we entered the war, and

while some of the ensuing criticism will be

positively helpful and all of it will be a reas

surance that we are indeed a democracy, a vast

deal of it will be pestiferous, partisan, and dis

honest. Men like Reed of Missouri can be

counted upon to do what they can to discredit

such officials as Hoover and Garfield, relying

upon the general nervousness and irritation that

are always bred of war-strain to turn the crowd

against those who are interfering with selfish in

terests. Efforts will be made to make us forget

the unparalleled efficiency with which Secretary

Baker and his assistants have performed a her

culean task, and to magnify the inevitable mis

takes until public confidence is shattered. There

will be a deal of noise. It will be a rare treat

for the old gentlemen in the windows of the

Union League clubs. They will forget Alger

and embalmed beef and the Spanish-American

death rate from disease, and find joy once more

in their morning newspaper, particularly if it

happens to be a sheet like the New York Trib

une, whose well-meaning young publisher, seeing

himself as another Northcliffe, finds it almost

as hard as the Colonel himself to contemplate

the Government in the hands of the parvenus

of 1912 and 1916. Light-minded folk will run

about with many an “Ah ’’ and “Oh,” convinced

that things are going to pot and our armies

doomed to defeat because Congressman Bumpus

has wrung from an overworked cabinet officer

the admission that as late as August, 1917, our

military establishment was still unequal to that

of Germany. But the American public that

counts can be relied upon to sift the chaff from

the wheat, to discriminate between the mistakes

of able men and the blundering of incompetents,

and to hold up the hands of officials who have

won the admiration of the Allied military world

by the manner in which they have directed our

mobilization for war.

x * x

A feature of Secretary Baker's report deserv

ing of commendation is his declared opposition

to universal military training as a regular na

tional policy. He suggests that it would not be

wise for Congress to determine a future military

policy in the midst of a war that is certain to

affect that future. This is a timely warning to

those vociferous American tories who are so

eager to fasten Prussianism upon this country

by the creation of a standing army supported by

universal compulsory military service. To accept

such an end is to belie the very purpose for

which we entered the war. We have taken up

arms for the purpose of ending wars. To say

that we must ever after stand with arms in our

hands is to confess the triumph of militarism,

and forego our highest aspirations. Care, there.

fore, should be exercised to see that public

opinion is made clear on this matter. Already

the militarists are at work. Mr. Menken, presi

dent of the National Security League, has ad

dressed Secretary Baker expressing surprise

and disappointment that he should have spoken

against universal service, and quoting the Secre

tary's former endorsement. It ought to be evi

dent to any thinking man that conscription was

adopted in this country solely as a war measure.

It would have stood no show of adoption in time

of peace. To attempt at this time to convert that

temporary war measure into a permanent peace

policy is to take an unfair advantage of men and

women who have consented to enforced military

service in the belief that it was forever to de

stroy militarism.
x *k sk

Why do not the editorial writers of the New

York Times read the news columns of a paper

which claims to publish “all the news that's fit

to print?” If they did so there might not have

appeared on December 13 a column editorial

denying that there exists cause for complaints

of distress, and asserting that “there would be

too much of everything if only we would use

no more than we formerly used without suffer

ing for lack. There is no greater need for the

moment than that we forget our imaginary

troubles, think upon our mercies, tighten our belts

and loosen our purse strings for war uses.” Thus

speaks one who thinks the whole world warm

because his own door is shut. Yet another

page of the Times has for several days been de

voted to a description of the “City's Ioo needi

est cases,” concerning which it says:

These hundred are not the only families in such

piteous want. The list is representative. It comprises

a selected few from the rolls of four great charitable

organizations. There are thousands of others to whose

condition attention is called by the special mention of

the selected few.
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Evidently some one on the Times is at fault.

If the editorial writer states the truth then the

person responsible for the charity appeal is ig

norant of the fact that these hundred individuals

and the “thousands of others” in the city sim

ilarly situated have only “imaginary troubles.”

They would not suffer at all if they “would use

no more than they formerly used without suf

fering for lack.” They do not need aid. “There

is no greater need for the moment than that

they forget their imaginary troubles, think upon

their mercies, tighten their belts and loosen their

purse strings for war uses.” But perhaps it is

the charity editor who has the true grasp of the

situation.

Mr. Baker’s Democracy

When President Wilson appointed a pacifist

and a humanitarian head of the War Depart

ment, something like a gasp went up from the

country. “Practical” men like Roosevelt ridi

culed the choice, and even some of Mr. Baker's

old friends felt that it was no place for him. To

day every understanding democrat in the land

sees clearly enough that it is our supreme good

fortune (next to having Woodrow Wilson in the

White House) to have Newton D. Baker at

the head of our war-making establishment. It

is not only that he has given us an army fired

with the true democratic zeal and free of those

abuses of privilege and swash-buckling that

would have been inseparable with a Roosevelt

directing the mobilization—an army so organized

that the humblest private in the ranks will go

into battle fired with something of the spirit of

the Commander-in-Chief. It is also that as

Chairman of the Council of National Defense

he has found the time and the thought and the

courage to insist upon the democratic spirit in

our industrial mobilization as well. He has es

tablished a merit system for the selection and

promotion of officers. But he has also insisted

upon fair standards of wages, hours and condi

tions for employes engaged in war industries,

and has fostered by every legitimate means the

principles of industrial democracy. Months ago

he telegraphed to the Western lumber operators

an urgent request that they grant the eight-hour

day and other concessions—a course that would

have frustrated the I. W. W., not by lynchings,

deportations and prosecutions, but by correcting

the abuses that called the I. W. W. into being.

And after months of loss and delay, the lumber

operators have adopted this remedy, persuaded

at last by President Suzzallo and Dean Parker

of the University of Washington. Is a handful

of corporation officials and subservient state of

ficers irritating labor beyond endurance in an

important distributing center of the Northwest?

A telegram from Secretary Baker directs the

course of events away from rioting and machine

guns and restores peace, pending the arrival of

the President's labor commission. There are a

score of instances like these.

There is murk enough at Washington—the

murk of a Government still too much dominated

by property and privilege—by the blind ignor

ance and the dogged resistance to change that

accompany them. There is the dust of scandal

over war contracts and other things done in the

heat and excitement of our mobilization, things

that never will be and never can be done in a

better way until certain vicious fundamental

principles of ownership and business enterprise

are abandoned. But through it all shines the

light of the spirit of our two foremost leaders—

Woodrow Wilson and Newton Baker. They

are executives and doers of deeds and so, some

times, compromisers, for the present. But they

are also harbingers and prophets of a better

day. Said Mr. Baker in a speech before the

Southern Society in New York that should be

printed and widely distributed by the Committee

on Public Information:

“And so all wars which have been waged for

the prestige of Kings or the territorial exten

sion of empires fail in their analogy. There is a

quality in this war which evokes a spiritual

response and that will be a new kind of cement

for the making of a stronger and more tri

umphant people when it is over.

“We are not fighting this battle alone. I am

not even ambitious that the glory of the final

conquest should come to us alone. I would

far rather have the triumph of democracy the

reward of the associated effort of democratic

peoples everywhere, so that when this war is over

neither we nor they can have any monopoly

of that virtue, but will be partners in its glory,

and so associates in the future progress which

is to be made.

“For we must never forget, when we speak

of democracy, that it is not an accomplishment,
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it is not a thing that has been done, but it is a

progress; it is a system of growth, and though

today we might achieve what our limited vision

proclaims to us as the democratic ideal, its qual

ity is such that when we stand on what now

seems to us the highest peak of that range, there

will be greater heights to tempt and inspire us.

“And so, when this war is over, and the crude

medievalism which at last brings the Hohenzol

lerns and the Hapsburgs to confront their fate

in the young giant of the democratic spirit; when

this contest is over and the David of democracy

has dealt with the Goliath of medievalism and

autocracy, there will still be work for David to

do worthy of his best efforts, and in the accom

plishment of it large benefits to the race still re

main to be achieved. -

“It is a wonderful story, the alignment of the

nations which can truly be called civilized,

against the ancient medievalism which survives

in the heart of Europe. The hope of mankind,

so often frustrated, apparently is now to be ac

complished. It could not be done in Napoleon's

time, in spite of the French Revolution, and its

philosophy and its promise, because of what

Danton called ‘The Allied Kings of Europe. It

could not be done in 1849 because of the Met

ternichs and the Bismarcks. It could not be done

in 1870 because they were still triumphant, but

out of the West, out of this youngest and latest

and most hopeful of the nations of the earth; out

of this young giant, fashioned out of all the peo

ples, who originate in a new philosophy, little

rivulets of it have gone over to other peoples

in other parts of the world.

“And now, in the fullness of time, this giant

is full grown, and she joins hands with other

peoples, who, though older, are yet the children

of her spirit, and we are partners now with

great nations who have borne for three years

heroically the brunt of this struggle, and at the

end of it, out of the noise of battle and smoke of

the battlefield, there arises the picture of a new

fraternity of mankind—the sons and daughters

of civilization joining hands to protect the sacred

principles upon which the freedom of mankind

rests. -

“The American people have shot through all

their preparations for this war an influence of

idealism and morality which is a new thing in

the world. About our training camps new con

ditions have arisen. All sorts of modern, ad

vanced notions with regard to the amusement

and entertainment and recreation of young men,

in order that they may be virile, strong, and high

minded, have been adopted, not because of any

particular wisdom in any place, but because of

the unanimous judgment and demand of the

American people, and so, when our army goes

abroad, it will be a knightly army, not an army

of conquest that expects to come home with a

chariot and somebody chained to the wheels and

loaded up with material spoils, but an army that

it going to live and die for the fine fruits of a

high idealism and a purified national morality."

Not since Lincoln's day has any war leader

thus sounded the call in an address so lacking

in sounding brass—in the buncombe that will be

tolerated no longer by the common man—that

new sort of common man with his revolutionary

habit of measuring all things with the realities of

his daily life. How numerous and predominant

that species of man is today we have no means

of knowing. But he has shown himself in for

midable numbers in those industries and those

sections where the spirit of the President has

been nullified by the acts of men working at

cross purposes. And THE PUBLIC ventures the

guess that only as that spirit permeates our Gov

ernment, only to the extent that democracy is

applied at home, is maintained and fostered and

extended as a vital, effective, dominant force,

will our great enterprise command the requisite

popular support. That is why Newton D. Baker

is a great Secretary of War in a sense far tran

scending considerations of mere military effi

ciency.

Why Not?

Since the President's Commission visited Ari

zona and effected a settlement of the copper

strikes, developments have shown that the great

copper companies have not the slightest inten

tion of living up to the spirit of their agreement

with the Government and the miners. The Presi

dent of the Trades Assembly, of Bisbee, a body

composed of local A. F. of L. unions, has been

discharged from his job and denied employment

on orders from the Workmen's Loyalty League

-a copper company adjunct which holds kan

garoo court in Bisbee. In the Globe-Miami dis

trict, every applicant for a job must first obtain a

clearance from the local Loyalty League, which
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puts him through an inquisition regarding his

political beliefs and his relations with labor or

ganizations. By merely “recommending” the

successful applicants, the companies evade the

| State's anti-black list law. Mexicans are dis

criminated against, and thousands of them are

without work. They were encouraged to come

into the district by the companies themselves.

There is danger of a general exodus of these

bitter and disillusioned Mexican miners back

into Mexico, with a resulting intensification of

the bad feeling already existing there against this

country. Apparently the great copper com

panies, the largest of which has huge properties

in Mexico, are not concerned with this phase of

the situation. They probably would welcome

anything that might eventually lead to war with

Mexico and the seizing of northern Mexico by

a Government which they have found so tolerant

of their lawless and predatory purposes. There

is scant evidence that the great Arizona com

panies are sincerely interested in a maximum

output of copper, as distinguished from a maxi

mum price for a diminished output. The latter

is certainly more likely to be the outcome of

their policy. Has not the time come for the

Government to take possession of the mines,

speed up production to 100 per cent, and sub

stitute law and justice for the arbitrary will of

these conscienceless tyrants and profiteers?

The Wrong Way Out

The I. W. W. is to have its day in court; not

alone in the Federal and State tribunals where

some of its members are called upon to answer

to the charge of certain alleged crimes or mis

demeanors, but in that larger court of public

opinion, where the oppressed calls upon the op

pressor to justify his acts. Whether or not these

charges be proven, there will still remain the fact

that society has been guilty of a grievous wrong,

not only to those who call themselves the In

dustrial Workers of the World, but to a vastly

larger number of men and women who have had

small share in the benefits of modern civiliza

tion. Some of these victims are unconscious of

the wrong that has been done them because for

tuitous circumstances have thus far prevented

them from feeling its full force; others look

upon it as a hazard of life that chance may per

haps correct; but a third class, the very nether

most stratum of society, feels the wrong, and

cries out against it without knowing how to

make its protest effective.

If short sighted leaders of oppressed people

are too hasty in appealing to force, what shall

be said of those persons who are indifferent to

the conditions that lead to the oppression? It

is not to be expected that the villagers and farm

ers of Iowa or Georgia shall be well informed

as to conditions among the miners of Michigan

or Arizona; nor are the hop pickers of Califor

nia and the garment makers of New York like

ly to have an intimate acquaintance with each

other's needs. There are, however, individuals,

officials, and societies who can know these things,

and who it would seem should consider it their

duty to know them. Men and women who

have assumed the role of social knight-errantry

would there meet foemen worthy of their steel.

Officials charged with public order should find

it worth their while to look into labor conditions

before the outbreak occurs. And societies,

leagues, and institutions in great numbers—not

omitting the churches—that have volunteered

their services to the poor and helpless might well

inquire the cause of poverty in the midst of

plenty. Any and all of these are ready enough

to make investigations and render reports after

there has been an outbreak and loss of life; why

should they so often delay action till after the

machine gun has done its work?

A great obligation rests upon those who enjoy

the opportunity for action, and have the power

to do. Their responsibility, though not so

sharply defined, is not less than that of the des

perate men who as a last resort appeal to force.

They should know that riots are not primarily

due to leaders, but to conditions; and that vio

lence occurs only when the victims have come

to feel there is no other way out. It is not nec

essary to assume that the I. W. W. leaders are

wise or honest or otherwise fitted for leadership

before giving them a hearing. Be they all that

they are charged, still they should be heard.

Should they really be unworthy nothing will

make the fact so clear, both to their followers

and to the country at large as a public hearing.

To teachers of physical force it may be said that

progress lies along the lines of evolution; to the

defenders of things-as-they-are it may be said

that when these lines are too much clogged it

leads to revolution. And though revolution be
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all but impossible in a country having manhood

suffrage, unredressed wrongs incline many to

ward it, and now and again tempt some to try

it. The I. W. W. have taken the first step.

Sabotage has arrested attention. It is known

that a grievance exists. It is now clear to those

who will see that unorganized labor in callings

not immediately under the eye of society has

had to bear the brunt of an unnatural and un

just industrial system. That condition, onerous

to the last degree in times of peace, has now

become unendurable.

Indiscretions, or even criminal acts, on the

part of leaders can not be made to serve as an

excuse for summarily condemning the whole

movement. It is not enough to show that sabo

tage on the part of workmen is wrong. It must

be made just as clear that sabotage on the part

of the beneficiaries of privilege is equally wrong.

The man who cripples the hoisting machinery in

a coal pit interrupts production; but the man

who holds coal land idle for speculative purposes

hinders production far more. The same is true

of every idle acre, of every vacant lot, of every

undeveloped power site, of every unused natural

resource. Nay, it is true of every owner of

natural resources who charges others for their

use. Mark Twain used to say there were two

Reigns of Terror in France: The thousand years

of privation and suffering of the masses; and

the few days of upheaval that ended it. The

same thing might be said of sabotage. It has

been practised time out of mind by those who

own the earth. By this means most of the ad

vantages of science and invention have been with

held from labor. And now that the victims of

these unjust conditions are resorting in their

desperation to the cruder forms of sabotage a

hue and cry is raised to punish the perpetrators,

instead of removing the cause. Let us have

done with all sabotage, and establish economic

justice.

A Decision that Should Be

Recalled

“There should be no abridgement of the right

of the wage earners and producers to organize,”

declared the Democratic national platform of

1912, on which President Wilson was elected

the first time. To fulfill that pledge the follow

ing paragraph was inserted in the Clayton act

of 1914:

And no such restraining order or injunction shall

prohibit any person or persons, whether singly or in

concert, from terminating any relation of employment,

or from ceasing to perform any work or labor, or

from recommending, advising or persuading others by

peaceful means so to do; or from peacefully persuad

ing any person to work, or to abstain from working;

or from withholding their patronage from any party to

such dispute, or from recommending, advising or

persuading others by peaceful and lawful means so to

do. . . . or from doing any act or thing which might

lawfully be done in the absence of such dispute by any

party thereto; nor shall any of the facts specified in

this paragraph be considered or held to be violation

of any law of the United States.

The wording seems clear enough to remove

all doubt concerning the intent of the framers.

But even if it were not, the intent would be plain.

The law was passed after years of agitation

against government by injunction. This agi

tation was to put an end to judicial outrages

of the kind perpetrated by a long list of Federal

judges from James G. Jenkins and William H.

Taft in the early 90's to equally reactionary

incumbents of today. These interfered with the

right of wage earners to organize. In response

to this agitation a demand for a law to end abuse

of the injunction has been in every Democratic

national platform from 1896 until 1912. The

party was long on record as intending, on attain

ment of power, to leave no legal pretext what

ever for a trial without jury in labor cases on

charges of indirect contempt. So if there should

be lack of clearness in the wording of the law,

there is no room for doubt as to the intent. It

was not intended that any loophole should be

left to a judge desiring to continue government

by injunction.

To make assurance doubly sure, before sign

ing the bill President Wilson requested Attorney

General Gregory to search carefully for hidden

jokers. The fact that it became a law indicates

that the Attorney General's report declared

absence of any basis for quibbles. That there

was no doubt as to the completeness of the work

is further shown by the triumphant boast in the

Democratic national platform of 1916:

We have lifted human labor from the category of

commodities, and have secured to the workingman the

right of voluntary association for his protection and

welfare. We have protected the right of the laborer

against the unwarranted issuance of writs of injunction,
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and have guaranteed to him the right of trial by jury

in cases of alleged contempt committed outside the

presence of the court.

But Judge Alston G. Dayton of West Virginia

does not believe this statement to be correct.

He expressed his disbelief by issuing an injunc

tion of the kind which the Democratic party

claimed it had abolished. He did this in spite of

the Clayton law, holding that it did not guaran

tee the right of trial by jury to laborers in all

cases of indirect contempt, the political party

responsible for its enactment to the contrary

notwithstanding. He forbade coal miners and

glass workers in his district from joining the

unions of their craft, and enjoined the unions

from peacefully persuading the men to join. He

based his action on the fact that the employing

corporations had exacted from their men a

promise not to affiliate with unions, and held that

the Clayton law does not apply in such cases.

In short, according to Judge Dayton, the Demo

cratic party claimed entirely too much when it

pointed with pride to alleged fulfillment of its

pledge to labor. And now the Supreme Court

of the United States, by a vote of six to three,

has upheld Judge Dayton. This time, that

usually accurate philosopher, Mr. Dooley, was

wrong. The Supreme Court does not always

follow the election returns. Employers who wish

to be in position to invoke the injunction process

against unionization or strikes, need but compel

all men accepting jobs from them to sign a

promise to refrain from joining a labor organi

zation.

In upholding a quibble based on a contract

of that kind, the Supreme Court accepts as truth

the fiction that unorganized laborers are free

men. It ignores the fact that men denied legal

right of access to opportunities for labor, cannot

meet on an equal footing those who control

these opportunities. It is unfortunate that there

should be on the Supreme bench of the United

States, six members of the small group which

is still blind to the fact that existing economic

conditions make freedom of contract impossible.

It is unfortunate that these six misinformed

men should have the power to vitiate an act

adopted by popular representatives after twenty

years of thorough discussion. The duty of

Congress is plain. It should recall this decision

at once, by enactment of curative legislation.

In the meantime let this case be added to the

long list of examples showing the need of

stronger popular control over the judiciary.

Federal Housing

Federal action to settle the housing problem is

urged by a special committee of the National

Housing Association. The committee could not

avoid seeing the need for doing something, but it

leaves unanswered some questions which the re

port prompts. For example it speaks of condi

tions in Bridgeport, Connecticut, and adds, “To

day not another man can be accommodated in

that city.” It says further that the people of

Bridgeport are “equipped and ready to go ahead

and provide all the accommodations the city

needs if the necessary money can be secured.

But the funds are not forthcoming. The avail

able local capital is needed for the development

of industry.” Now would not this money famine

be relieved somewhat by reduction of prices for

vacant sites? In view of its overcrowded con

dition the vacant lots of Bridgeport held at high

prices are a scandal. Did not the committee see

them? And would it be necessary to depend on

local capital or on Government aid if outside

capital could be induced to come in? If specula

tive values were eliminated from the lots and im

provements exempted from taxation would there

not be fewer obstacles in the way of providing

houses? And even if Government aid should be

necessary, should not these obstacles be removed

anyway?

In regard to Sparrows Point, Maryland, where

the Bethlehem Steel Company, according to the

committee, was about to let contracts for housing

6,000 workers, the whole thing was stopped for

the following reason:

The Steel Company because of new war taxes no

longer had the funds to finance its project.

From which it would seem that Congress made

two mistakes in framing the war revenue bill.

One was the failure to tax land values so as to

compel the owners of sites about Sparrows Point

and other places either to build houses thereon

or let the Bethlehem Steel Company or others do

so. The expense of building would then have

been less and the difference have made up a part

at least of the deficit caused by war taxes. The

other mistake was failure to tax the Bethlehem

Company's war profits 100 per cent instead of

31, so that the odd 69 per cent. could provide a
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building fund for houseless workers. It is

strange that the Committee's report does not

touch on either mistake. But if Congress should

adopt its suggestion for Government housing, it

should not fail to get the revenue therefor from

the landowners who are holding up improve

mentS.

What Mr. Hoover Can Do

Mr. Hoover's activities have been so multi

farious and in so vast a field that it has been ex

ceedingly difficult to arrive at a comprehensive

judgment of his work. It seems safe to say,

though, that he has acted with energy and in

telligence to bring the production and distribution

of food products under sufficient control to elim

inate all the wastes and all the extortions that can

be reached without challenging or mitigating

those fundamental evils that are buttressed in

law and custom. Prices have not come down, but

neither have they gone up to the still dizier

figures to which the utterly unrestrained proc

esses of business enterprise would have sent

them. But it is not enough. There is more

actual want and suffering in New York this

winter than in the winter of 1913-14, when un

employment was at its height. Wage earners are

working full time, except for sickness, but their

earnings—their real wages—are lower than they

have ever been before. An alarming increase is

shown in the death rate from pneumonia, largely

due to lowered vitality resulting from a diet from

which the most nutritious foods have been

removed.

If the present situation and the certain pros

pect that it will grow worse before the war ends

are not sufficient to move those in authority,

then nothing will move them short of some

violent upheaval. It is not as if the causes of

underproduction and high prices were unknown,

or even subject to controversy. They are not.

They have been definitely established, and de

scribed in detail by men who are neither theorists

nor professional reformers. The most imme

diate cause is the control of marketing and

distributing facilities either by speculators com

peting among themselves while conspiring to

gether against the producer and the consumer, or

by a single corporation or a small group of cor

porations that work to the same end. And the

elimination of these speculating middlemen or

monopolists should be the first concern of those

in charge of the Food Administration. Farmers

in every community should be organized under

federal auspices into cooperative groups for the

shipping of their produce in car-load lots. Food

products should move from the farm to the rail

road and thence to a public-owned city ware

house without the payment of a commission to

any middleman, and from the warehouse it

should be distributed direct to the retailer, again

without the payment of a commission to any

jobber. It is Mr. Hoover's opportunity to dem

onstrate his initiative and his ability as an

organizer on a huge scale. At present the farmer

receives 35 cents of every dollar expended by the

consumer for the products of his farm, accord

ing to Mr. John J. Dillon, who has been forced

out of office as State Market Commissioner for

New York because he urged too insistently the

method of food regulation that has just been

outlined. With the monopolist and speculator

eliminated, the farmer's reward would be in

creased even while the consumer benefited

through lower prices, and production would be

increased until every farm under cultivation was

being utilized to its capacity.

But what would become of the horde of

buyers, agents, jobbers, handlers and re

handlers?—honest men, for the most part, doing

useful and necessary work in the wrong way.

That is simple enough in a day when man-power

is at a premium. If we were arranging matters

neatly by fiat, we might consign them to service

on the farms, where they would become pro

ducers in the most primary and essential classi

fication. The need is pressing, and more than

half of the cultivable land of the nation lies idle,

awaiting their coming. But just here we meet

the great fundamental obstacle to full production

and reasonable prices. It is the private owner

ship of land on a basis that encourages specula

tion, inflated values, and the withholding of land

from use. The facts are patent to any one who

has given the subject any consideration at all.

They have been stated and re-stated by the De

partment of Agriculture and by Government

officials like Mr. Herbert Quick. For those who

have given no thought to the matter, they have

been set forth most recently, in simple, graphic

terms, by Dr. Frederic C. Howe, in his latest

book, “The High Cost of Living,” and by Mr.

Nock in an illuminating article in the current

Century Magazine. Will not Mr. Hoover take
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time to read Dr. Howe's book, or at least the

short but convincing recital of facts by Mr.

Nock? For it is only on the assumption that he

is ignorant of these commonplaces of American

agricultural economics that we can keep our

faith in Mr. Hoover's courage and intelligence.

All of the remedy does not lie within his power

to apply. But it does lie within his power to

agitate for prompt and effectual action by the

proper authorities.

Why Labor Is Restless

The labor situation in this country presents a

strange anomaly. President Wilson and Secre

taries Baker and Daniels are carrying out a

policy more enlightened and democratic than

any previously conceived by federal executives.

Not only their personal adherence to the demo

cratic principle, but the lessons of the war in

England, have given them the wisdom and the

courage to insist upon full cooperation in in

dustry, to be attained through collective bar

gaining and the fixing of liberal standards of

hours, wages and conditions. By following this

course they have incurred the determined op

position of some of the largest employing inter

ests in the country. The newspapers have re

mained discreetly and characteristically silent in

a situation where silence best serves the inter

ests of the great financial interests who cling

to an indefensible position. But beneath the

surface a dramatic struggle has been going on

between the democratic spirit as championed by

Secretaries Baker and Daniels, and the auto

cratic spirit in industry as represented by the

great steel corporations. The latter fiercely

resent the proffering by the War Department of

contracts providing for the eight-hour day and

for the adjustment of disputes by arbitration. In

the latter provision they see a recognition of the

principle of collective bargaining, a euphemism

for unionization which stirs them to fury.

It would seem to be a situation calling for

whole-hearted, enthusiastic support of the Ad

ministration by wage earners everywhere. And

instead there have been widespread unrest, an

unprecedented number of strikes, great areas

and whole industries seething with bitterness and

sullen discontent. We no longer have to speak

ex cathedra in naming the causes. We have

them set forth in government reports. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that labor un

rest in New York State is greatest in factories

engaged on war work, and that its chief cause

is the feeling of the workmen that their em

ployers are making enormous profits from the

war. And within the same fortnight we are

given a report on the Bisbee deportations by the

President's special Labor Commission, in which

this bi-partisan body describes at length the

anarchism of the Arizona copper companies and

asserts that it has been the direct cause of wide

spread unrest throughout the West.

The President's Commission refrained from

conclusions that would reflect upon any other

agency of the Federal Government. But by in

ference its report is a condemnation of Attorney

General Gregory for his failure to use the Fed

eral prosecuting power in protecting the rights

of the Arizona miners and punishing the cor

poration officials who trampled upon these rights.

For weeks and months after the deportations a

vigilance committee controlled by Phelps, Dodge

& Co. and the other big copper producers ruled

the Bisbee district as arbitrarily and ruthlessly

as any German commander in Belgium, violating

the constitutional rights of law-abiding miners,

refusing admittance to any person suspected of

independence, interfering with the interstate

transmission of telephone and telegraph mes

sages, and forcibly preventing miners who had

registered under the draft law from presenting

themselves for examination.

Mr. Gregory's attention has been specifically

called by the President's Commission to these

violations of the Federal statutes. He can no

longer refrain from drastic action if he wishes

to preserve a shred of reputation for fairness.

But it should not have been necessary to dragoon

him into action. He has been on the warpath

against the mildest infringements of the law by

men acting in the name of labor. Acts that

could be even remotely suspected as inimical to

the nation’s interests in this war have been made

the occasion for wholesale raids and arrests.

Mr. Robert W. Bruere, an economist and in

vestigator of established conservatism and fair

ness, has been making an exhaustive inquiry

into the I. W. W. situation for the New York

Evening Post. Writing of the Bisbee deporta

tions, he says: “This persistent defiance of law

and constitutional guarantees, with the open con

nivance and approval of the responsible officers
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of the great copper companies, is spreading

suspicion and unrest throughout the country

like a pestilence. As President Wilson said in

his telegram to Governor Campbell, it is

establishing a sinister precedent in the conduct

of American government and industry. And the

circumstance which especially aggravates the

sinister quality is that it has apparently been

condoned. Many instances of delib

erate interference with the Federal Draft act

are now on record with the President's Media

tion Commission. They occurred months ago.

No prosecutions have been brought.

“Instead of prosecutions, men who openly

participated in Bisbee's reign of lawlessness,

against which the Governor, the State's Attorney

General, and President Wilson himself pro

tested in vain, have been honored by the Federal

Government. The Manager of the Calumet and

Arizona, next to the Copper Queen the most

important property in Bisbee, who not only

promoted the deportations, but reassured his

wavering fellow ‘patriots’ on the night before

the big drive, has since been given a major's

commission in the United States Army. An

officer of the Phelps-Dodge Corporation in Bis

bee, who shared in the deeds of July 12 and

thereafter, has been placed in charge of an im

portant branch of the Red Cross in France.”

And now, on top of Mr. Gregory's failure

to act impartially in enforcing the law, we

have, first, Secretary McAdoo's recommendation

against conscription of wealth as a means of pay

ing for the war, and then Postmaster General

Burleson's assault on the principle of collective

bargaining in the Post Office Department and

his attack on those postal employees who dare

to ask for an increase in their meager rates of

pay. Labor has taken up the gage for the

250,000 postal employees, realizing that the army

of Government employees will grow vastly

larger in the years ahead and believing that the

success of the Burleson policy menaces all they

have gained of democracy and well-being.

It should not be necessary for President

Wilson to go to these cabinet officers and point

out to them in detail how they are nullifying the

good effects of his own policy and that of the

major departments responsible for the prosecu

tion of the war. It should not be necessary for

any man to point out to American cabinet officers

at this time their duty to apply the principles of

justice and democracy in the administration of

their departments. But apparently it is neces

sary.

We have spoken of all this as affecting the

labor situation. But this is to take too narrow

a view. For, in a broad sense, the labor question

today is the question of democracy. Anything

adversely affecting the morale of the wage

earners affects adversely the morale of many

millions of other plain citizens—those plain

citizens on whose sense of justice the President

is relying for the waging of a victorious war and

the making of a lasting democratic peace.

Neither the President nor the Nation can afford

to see that morale jeopardized and our war

preparations slackened because two or three

politicians of cabinet rank, and not of cabinet

caliber, are ignorant of the new forces that are

shaping the destinies of this as of every allied

nation.

Economic Surplus and National Policy

By Newell L. Sims, Ph.D.

Professor of Sociology and Political Science, The University of Florida

At a time when the fervent heat of world

passion is melting down almost everything, not

excepting hitherto unquestioned assumptions,

cherished doctrines and accepted theories, no

element of political or social thought may be

withheld from the crucible, for out of its liquid

mass must presently be moulded a new order and

a new policy for the world. The fragment that

is here cast in concerns economic surplus as a

determining factor in national policy.

With an organism all depends upon the

amount of marginal energy whether it will be in

active or aggressive, even whether it will be

selfish or altruistic. The case of the social

aggregate is analogous. If the nation has a sur

plus, it will be expansive; otherwise, static and

isolated. Where a deficit economy prevails or

where no considerable surplus exists a policy of

isolation has almost invariably resulted. Such

has been the case with China, Japan, India, and,
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for a period, with the United States. The ages

of Oriental seclusion and non-intercourse were

chiefly due to the lack of abundance. The earlier

decades of our national existence were charac

terized by the want of marginal wealth. We

therefore eschewed entangling alliances and lived

in relative isolation more because of economic

necessity than geographical situation. Recent

decades, however, have yielded us enormous

“national dividends” and as a consequence the

policy of isolation has given way to one of world

interest.

Economists generally have held that the ab

sence of any surplus or rather the lack of suffi

ciency causes a nation to abandon a hermit ex

istence for a program of encroachment upon its

neighbors. A fair statement of this notion is

found in Professor W. I. King’s “The Wealth

and Income of the People of the United States.”

He says: “When each nation has learned how to

regulate its population in accordance with the re

sources available for their support, one of the

prime reasons for encroaching upon the terri

tories of other powers will have disappeared.”

In spite of the widespread acceptance of this

theory, I am unable to find that it holds true in

the history of nations. There may be some basis

for it when applied to barbaric societies, but it

would be hard to find a single illustration of en

croachment from deficiency by modern states.

On the contrary, the fact is that it has been the

nation with a superabundance rather than a lack

that has adopted an aggressive foreign policy.

Not even Germany, the stock illustration of the

proponents of the deficit-economy hypothesis of

imperialism, is admitted to be an exception.

For, according to our view, this nation has been

one of the leading surplus commonwealths of the

world. Its per capita wealth has compared

favorably with that of any other land, the figures

being about $1,300 in contrast to approximately

$1,100 for Belgium, $1,400 for France, $1,500

for England, and $1,900 for the United States.

And its annual income per family, while perhaps

less than half that of our country, has probably

been fully equal to that of the other countries

mentioned. These facts alone are sufficient to

indicate the class to which Germany belongs.

True, this nation has a redundant population

for her territory. But this does not clinch the

argument for the deficit-economy theorists.

For the per cent of her masses having to live on

the mere “subsistence level” is no greater than

that of the states having ample space. No more

does the population situation adequately account

for a policy of encroachment in the case of Ger

many than in that of England, France, or China.

If it really be true, as is so often contended, that

“the crowding of the inhabitants breeds discon

tent and desire for the conquest of new terri

tory,” why, then, has not teeming China as well

as overcrowded Germany developed imperial

istic ambitions? And, inasmuch as it is a poor

rule that does not work both ways, why is it

that France and England have grabbed territory

right and left when overpopulation has not

seriously menaced them? As a matter of fact, it

does not appear that the pressure of population

on the means of subsistence has really incited

to conquest at all in any modern state. Colonies

have not been sought at the instance of the people

nor primarily for their benefit, else would the

people have more eagerly availed themselves of

them. Germany had a million square miles of

colonial empire before the great war, and yet in

1913 only the merest fraction of her 26,000 emi

grants settled in this territory. They preferred

to go elsewhere, particularly to the United States,

Canada, Brazil, and Australia. Likewise, Eng

land's globe-encircling empire has failed to at

tract all her own. During the last quarter of

the Nineteenth Century three millions from the

British Isles came to our shores. And the year

preceding the outbreak of war 88,000 chose to

come here rather than to go to the colonies of

the Empire. Thus, it becomes apparent that a

fallacy vitiates the current assumption that the

territorial expansion and the lust for empire

result from the necessity imposed by too many

people and too little land.

The pursuit of certain expansive or aggressive

policies on the part of nations with an economic

surplus appears practically inevitable. This is

true largely because of the capitalistic order,

since under it wealth is always monopolized and

controlled by the few. And the wealthy class

is the ruling class. Were the surplus equitably

distributed, great aggregations of capital seek

ing employment would not be found, and thus

the chief motive force and focusing center of

national policy would be wanting. But, given

existing conditions, the rich western nations

have their courses predestined.

The extent of wealth concentration and its
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consequences must be pointed out. According

to King's estimates, the richest 2 per cent of

the population in Prussia, France, the United

Kingdom, and the United States have, respec

tively, 59 per cent, 60.7 per cent, 71.7 per cent,

and probably 75 per cent of the total national

wealth, while fully “four-fifths of the popula

tion may be rightly pictured as being forced

to satisfy themselves with the scraps of wealth

cast aside from the table of Dives.” A portion

of this monopolized capital, seeking profitable

investment, flows into the channels of greatest

traction and least resistance, which are normally

the lands of little or no accumulated surplus.

Loans are made, concessions and franchises

secured, and various dividend-yielding enter

prises developed by these interests abroad.

They acquire mines, oil lands, stock ranches,

plantations, rubber forests, etc.; build railways,

and organize industries. The exploitation of

the material and human resources for their ex

clusive benefit comes to be the ruling motive of

the investing class; for large profits are to be

had, and enormous fortunes amassed. As these

economic adventurers represent the dominant

element at home, their policy becomes virtually

the national policy. For the comparatively small

but mighty financial and commercial class in

every land is the real power behind the throne,

controlling public opinion and making the laws.

Toward China, all Africa, the Levant, South

America, and Mexico, for instance, the surplus

nations have long played the role of exploiter.

It is estimated that before the great war the

plutocratic interests of England, Germany, and

France had investments abroad totaling not less

than $40,000,000,000. A table showing the dis

tribution of the capital invested by the surplus

nations in the non-surplus countries would be

illuminating. But in lieu of such a document,

a single case where approximately correct data

have been compiled must serve our purpose.

The year book of Mexico estimates that about

$2,500,000,000 of outside money is invested in

the Republic. A partial list assigns the French

$143,446,000, the English $321,302,800, and the

United States $1,057,770,000. Apropos of this

situation a recent observer is led to remark that

“whatever the average Mexican does he touches

elbows with the capitalistic foreigner”; and in

his own land, called by Humboldt the “store

house of the world,” he is kept in poverty.

The non-surplus lands are usually unde

veloped, government is more or less unstable,

and little assurance of permanency attaches to

the social order. Revolutions are liable to occur.

Great uncertainty concerns the security of life

and property. Disturbances arising jeopardize

the interests of the exploiters. Losses are

sustained, dividends are curtailed, and sometimes

the complete destruction of their enterprises is

suffered. Demands upon the government of the

country for reparation and, probably, for in

demnity are sure to be made. Such claims are

often ignored or become the subject of vexa

tious negotiations that merely delay matters and

give little or no final satisfaction. Under these

circumstances the exploiters begin to call upon

the homeland for protection. They insist upon

having their rights safeguarded. At home their

class loudly asserts it to be the duty and the

advantage of the nation to back up its citizens

everywhere. And a press which it subsidizes

sadly deplores the state of the natives or heathens

and discourses on “our mission” as the agent

of civilization to them. Very soon a general

clamor is raised about the nation upholding its

honor, defending its citizens, asserting its power

against lawless states, etc.; and in favor of

extending its culture and the benefits of orderly

government to inferior and “backward” peoples.

The outcome sooner or later is and always has

been the development of a militaristic policy.

The wealth-controlling class forces it upon the

nation, chiefly for the furtherance of its inter

ests abroad. Support for this policy soon rallies

from a new quarter. The armament and muni

tion makers, seeing wide fields for expansion

and fortune-getting right at home, begin in

every way to promote preparedness. A great

navy or a great army or both are demanded.

Their creation becomes the burden of the gov

ernment, absorbing from a third to two-thirds

and three-fourths of all revenues. An ever

increasing proportion of the “national dividend”

must thus be consumed. A powerful “arma

ment ring” like the Krupps of Germany or the

Vickers-Armstrong-John Brown-Cammell-Laird

group of England eventually fastens itself upon

the nation, dominating its legislative program,

and growing fat on the profits of government

expenditures for military purposes. The rich

investing class does not, of course, suffer much

curtailment of its wealth as a result of the mili
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tary expenditures, for the state's income is

derived largely by indirect taxation from the

small property and consuming classes. Even

such sequestration of the surplus of the rich as

does result is more than compensated for by the

added opportunities for the armament trust at

home and for secure gain abroad under the

aegis of national prestige and prowess guaran

teed by the military regime. Whatsoever policy

the rich find advantageous, the nation pursues;

and the Greeks must pay the piper. Thus the

surplus controlled by the few leads to the foreign

policy of exploiting weaker lands, and the exi

gencies of exploitation in turn react upon the

homeland to cause militarism. Then, given ex

ploitation abroad and militarism at home, the

nation is destined to a third policy; namely, con

quest and imperialism.

Made confident by the military backing of the

home government, the exploiters grow more

and more aggressive. Their former disrespect

for the native swells into intolerance, and their

attitude waxes increasingly arbitrary, exclusive

and imperialistic. Zeal for big profits under the

guise of a deep concern for the glory of the

nation presently consumes every other considera

tion actuating this class. Native unrest and

resentment over cruel wrongs suffered at the

hands of the foreigner give alarm; sooner or

later a crisis is reached or staged; and thus a

pretext is afforded the latter for calling his gov

ernment to his assistance. As Herbert Spencer

wrote, “In China, India, Polynesia, Africa, The

East Indian Archipelago reasons never wanting

to the aggressor are given for widening our

empire; without force if it may be or with if it

be needful.” At home, the class in question,

which is sure to be the dominant political in

fluence, begins to assert, as once did Lord

Palmerston, that the flag must follow trade. Atthe

opportune moment a wave of patriotic sentiment

is set sweeping over the land. The people are

caught by it and borne on to the desired haven

of national pride. Then “the nation's bagpipe

of righteous indignation,” strikes up a wail over

the “indignities suffered by our citizens engaged

in lawful pursuits abroad,” the “insults to our

flag,” the “humiliation of our country.” This

lament arouses a vast chorus which joins in with

sweet accord when, presto, the tune is changed

to “Intervention.”

Meanwhile, the military establishment has

been magnified in power and importance until it

has come to feel that it is the only force, the

real brain of the country—the very nation itself.

Now stimulated by the strains of the bagpipes,

it becomes highly dynamic and eager for action,

until it can be restrained with difficulty. Inter

vention presently follows. The exploited fields

are invaded and the policy of conquest initiated.

How recently has this been the course of events

with respect to India, Algiers, Morocco, Egypt,

South Africa, Persia, Manchuria, Korea, etc.

More detailed illustration cannot be given here.

Suffice it to quote the following from Hayes’

“Political and Social History of Modern

Europe”: “The influence which investments

have exercised in promoting imperialism were

revealed in 1911, when the German government

manifested great interest in Morocco, largely be

cause the Mannesmann Brothers were financially

interested in Moroccan mines. To cite another

case, the beginning of British rule in Egypt may

be traced directly to the desire of the British

government to safeguard the Egyptian invest

ment of certain capitalists.” In fact, conquest

is and has been the major part of the story of

nearly all the surplus nations. The conquest

policy means dominant spheres of influence, pro

tectorates, annexations, and empire. It means

also an enormous enhancement of the surplus

owned and controlled by the few. Incidentally,

it means the clash of nations over the lands of

conquest and world wars.

The United States obviously belongs among

the leading surplus nations. With capital accu

mulating at a rate of not less than $2,000,000,000

annually, there has come a manifest inclination

to follow the exploiter's path. Some have called

it “our manifest destiny,” and probably they are

right. Already the Orient, the isles of the sea,

and Latin America have been staked out as

poaching ground for the investment hunters.

Along with the rise of exploitation and fostered

by it, for nearly two decades has arisen a de

mand for a military establishment. The outcome

has been the building of the third largest navy

on the seas. Just as it has done elsewhere, now

here in America the class with the lion's share

of the marginal wealth is exerting every possible

effort to fully institute the policy of militarism.

If it succeeds, the next step for the United States

will probably be a conquest policy, not as a mat

ter of choice, but of inevitable consequence.
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Have we not already been driven to begin it?

What mean the subjugation of the Philippines,

protectorates over Cuba and Puerta Rico, and

the annexation of the Panama Zone, if not

conquest?

However, the policies of exploitation, militar

ism, and conquest as followed by the United

States have not been carried far. At least, they

are not settled and established policies. General

national sanction cannot be claimed for them.

The forces antagonistic are tremendous. We are

a people divided and undecided as to whether

a foreign program of encroachment or assistance

shall rule. Hitherto the latter has unquestion

ably dominated for the most part. We have been

unique among modern peoples as a result. The

policy of assistance has been peculiarly Ameri

can. It is pertinent to ask, Why have we fol

lowed it? Certainly not because economic con

ditions differ from those in other surplus lands,

for there is a like concentration of wealth and

the same desire for profits. But in one respect

the situation is radically different. We have a

fund of altruistic sentiment unequaled by any.

Just how this happens may not be easy to ex

plain. Perhaps it is due to the fact that the

foundations of American society were laid in

traditions of humanity. Maybe our religion,

which has been more vital, personal, and practi

cally important than elsewhere, accounts for it.

Perchance it pertains to the idealism which is

the very genius of democracy. Whatever its

cause, this sentiment is strong in our midst, and

has largely determined our foreign relations.

The rich class in no other land is so much

ruled by it as in America. Public opinion insists

that the wealthy be philanthropic. Great social

pressure is exerted to this end. Of course, not

all yield to the public will, but many do, with

the result that there is almost unstinted liberality,

unparalleled munificence. Giving has become an

American habit. The voluntary contributions in

the United States climb up into hundreds of mil

lions annually. At times they have reached under

normal conditions anywhere from $250,000,000

to $500,000,000. These benefactions are for

other lands as well as our own. Scores of mil

lions go into schools, colleges, hospitals, relief

work, useful endowments for scientific and other

purposes, and various missionary enterprises in

lands that others are wont to exploit and conquer.

The sum total of our annual gifts thus employed

is far in excess of the combined benevolence of

all other surplus lands.

Nor does our policy of assistance end with

mere philanthropy. It characterizes our acts as

a nation in other ways. Not always or ex

clusively; but generally. Examples are not

wanting. The remission of the Boxer indemnity

of nearly $13,000,000 charged against China,

while the nations of Europe still continue to

exact a third of a billion as their pound of flesh,

is typical. Of like kind was the refusal of our

government to sanction the loan that interna

tional capitalists tried to force upon China.

Then, the fact that much of our domain, includ

ing Alaska, the Louisiana territory, and the

Danish West Indies, was acquired by honorable

purchase, should not be overlooked. Again, the

proposed treaty to pay Colombia $25,000,000 in

compensation for injustices done her when high

handed officials were in the saddle at Washing

ton, only awaits ratification to be numbered with

our noble deeds. Then, the “watchful waiting”

and the patient humanitarian attitude toward

troubled Mexico amid the clamor and propa

ganda of capitalistic interests bent on exploita

tion and subjugation and under exceedingly try

ing circumstances that would have precipitated

intervention and conquest by any other nation,

speaks loudly for our altruism. Above all, there

is the declaration of the Chief Executive that

the policy of this nation shall be to acquire no

territory by conquest.

The reaction towards our policy of assistance

has been highly significant. The following state

ment from The Outlook for January 24, 1914,

will serve to indicate what it is like: “A British

newspaper correspondent recently wrote home

for the benefit of business men that the popularity

won by an army of American missionaries and

Young Men's Christian Association workers in

China had put American enterprises ahead of

British competitors. The great fact for

us to appreciate is that among the awakening and

the awakened peoples of Asia, the Levant, in

India, in China, in Japan—America is the popular

synonym of friendliness, hope and aspiration.”

What is our future and permanent policy to

be, assistance or encroachment? This question

cannot be answered except as present tendencies

may indicate possibilities. If the world remains

much longer in the grip of the war god, giving

every occasion and opportunity as it does for the
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forces of ruthless might and arbitrary power

to prevail and for an “armament ring” to form

and impose a full-grown military policy upon

the country, then very probably will the policy

of assistance be relegated to the limbo of “im

practical sentimentalities” and exploitation and

conquest begin to hold sway. If, however, the

war madness soon subsides or the allied forces of

real democracy, pacifism, and international

altruism prove able to delay the approach of mili

tarism until the world becomes normal again,

then will the policy of assistance survive. But

the outlook is not hopeful, for material forces

easily sweep aside idealistic tendencies when

once they get under way. If it does survive, it

will assuredly stand vindicated as the crowning

glory of America and the great negotiator of

internationalism.

Schools for All the People

By Earl Barnes

The death of Dr. Henry M. Leipziger, Super

visor of Lectures of the Board of Education of

New York City, calls attention not only to the

work of this remarkable Hebrew prophet, as

president of the greatest people's university the

world has ever seen, but also to the deeper mean

ing of his work as part of the educational system

of a modern republic.

The history of public education in the United

States is the history of a steadily broadening so

cial consciousness. We were fortunate in having

men to shape our early political life, who recog

nized that a government of the people, by the

people and for the people could succeed only

when the people were intelligent. It was Wash

ington, Jefferson, Madison and their co-workers

who made education the cornerstone of the

Republic.

With a scattered population, poor in material

resources and without precedent, the work had

to develop gradually. At first, it included little

more than boys between the ages of six or seven

and eighteen, about seventeen per cent of the

population. Slowly the girls of corresponding

ages were added and one-third of the people were

brought into the schools. Then the kindergarten

was brought from Europe, and later the crèche,

and education was pushed back to babyhood.

Expansion downward was easier than upwards,

because the infants were not available for work

and their schools were less expensive than those

for youths and adults.

From the first, attention was given to higher

education and both Washington and Jefferson

devoted time and money to the development of

colleges and universities. But these earliest uni

versities were to train young men as leaders and

were not considered as a part of the regular edu

cation for all the people. After our Civil War

the North awakened to the need for widely ex

tended education of youth. The State University

movement was greatly strengthened, existing col

leges and universities were opened to women

and new colleges were founded exclusively for

them.

High schools were strengthened, but it was

not until 1890 that the new conception of high

schools, as the people's colleges, took hold upon

the public consciousness. In the last quarter of a

century these schools have increased from 2,500

to more than 13,000, and about a quarter of our

young people now feel their quickening influence.

This brief survey shows that our extension of

public education has been a steady growth, aided

by new visions of its purpose, which have come

to us from time to time, until it includes girls and

women, as well as boys and men, and infants and

youths as well as children.

For a nation growing only by natural birth in

crease this might have been enough, but, after

1840, masses of people came over the seas to join

their destiny with ours. Children, youths and

adults came until more than a million a year were

landing on our shores. Some of these people

were educated, but many were illiterate and

nearly all were ignorant of our national ideals of

life. This mass of immigrants was more in evi

dence in New York than elsewhere, and its pres

ence helped to hasten a new conception of educa

tion which was coming to us because of our

growth in social self-consciousness.

In the state universities we were finding thou

sands of adults, some of them middle-aged, com

ing to get the knowledge and training they had

not been able to get in youth. The summer ses

sions were crowded with these mature men and
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women, and they made excellent students. Inde

pendent organizations, like the Chautauqua Insti

tution, provided short courses of instruction,

which were eagerly attended by thousands of men

and women of all ages. The women of the coun

try organized themselves into clubs for self-edu

cation, until more than a million were enrolled.

And then we began to say: If there is this

great need for continued education in adult life,

why should not the public school be extended

to give it? Dr. Leipziger was among the first to

turn his energies to the realization of this need.

Coming to this country as a child he had gone

through the common schools of New York city.

He had attended the public high school and col

lege, the College of the City of New York, where

he had received his first degree in 1873. Then in

Columbia he won the highest degree that univer

sities can give. He knew what the public school

could do for an immigrant child, and he was also

able to consider education from the highest levels

of academic attainment.

He had taught in the public schools and had

later superintended them. But outside the

schools were waiting multitudes who had come

too late for school, as school was then under

stood. To help them he reached out into library

activity and served for many years on library

committees. He also organized the Hebrew

Technical Institute to assist in expanding the too

narrow conception of state education, and to help

solve the problem of the Jewish immigrant.

But like other reformers, interested in national

needs, he soon saw that no individual and no

group of individuals could provide the amount

of training needed. Then he turned to the State.

In the new school code of 1888, modified in 1890,

his influence was largely responsible for provid

ing for a Supervisor of Public Lectures, under

the Board of Education. For the first time a

great city provided for continuous education of

all its people from the cradle to the grave. No

other man in America was so well prepared to

lead the new movement as Dr. Leipziger and he

became the first Supervisor of Lectures, and con

ducted the work for twenty-seven years.

He gave his very life to the education of the

public. He saw, as few others have seen, that a

republic must look after the education of all of

its people all the time. Starting with single lec

tures he soon extended them into courses of lec

tures on literature, history, economics, sociol

ogy, science and the practical affairs of life.

These lectures were held in all parts of New

York, in the well-to-do districts as well as in the

poorer sections of the city. His budget was

small, considering the people to be served, and he

could pay little to the men and women whom he

selected to help him in the work. But his own

devotion spread to his fellow-workers, and some

of them lectured and taught for nothing but the

love of the work.

In some districts the lectures drew but a hand

ful of listeners, but in others the audiences often

ran above a thousand. Six thousand lectures

were given in a single year, attended by more

than a million people. Outlines of lectures were

printed and distributed; reading was suggested

and working arrangements were made with

neighboring libraries. Papers were written by

the classes and corrected by the instructors, until

Dr. Leipziger could truly declare that he had the

greatest people's university in the world.

As a part of the school system of New York

City these courses were necessarily confined to

teaching matter accepted by the majority of the

taxpayers of the city. They were never centers

for radical innovations, nor for propagandists'

efforts. Thus they were never rivals to the open

forums, nor to such organizations as the People's

Institute, the Brooklyn Institute or the extension

work of the universities.

Today public thinking has gone much farther

than in 1890. We now recognize that it takes a

long time to stock up the nervous systems with

valuable ideas, and to organize them for efficient

thinking. We increasingly recognize that govern

ment, in a republic, cannot rise above the level of

the electorate. Beyond this we are seeing that

under the pressure of modern industry, with its

specialized activity, men and women tend, in

early middle age, to go to seed unless they are

kept alive with new knowledge and new organiza

tions of old knowledge. All of which means that

state education is no longer an affair of child

hood alone, but that it must be carried across all

the years of life.

Dr. Leipziger has shown us one way to accom

plish this result. His work needs amplifying and

extending, and all earnest citizens will hope that

it may not, even in this time of need for local

economy, be in any way curtailed.
---
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Post-Office and People

By Charles Johnson Post

It is unfortunate that Mr. Burleson, Post

master General, in his annual report just issued,

seems to give the impression that he regards

the Post Office Department in the light of any

ordinary, profit-making, mercantile enterprise,

from whose unorganized employees must be

wrung the last drop of sweat and whose charges

and balance sheets must be screwed up to the

last penny of profit. This is the only Cabinet

officer who takes such a view of his department.

It is a principle that is untrue and unsound. The

fact is that it is a misconception of our great

Governmental function. It is not established for

profits and earning power, but in order to serve

the needs of the country.

Mr. Burleson opposes the organization of the

Postal Employees, apparently lest they too

earnestly work to better the salaries and condi

tions established forty years ago, when living was

cheaper and the purchasing power of their sala

ries infinitely greater; but this is a matter which

organized workers are able to discuss. It is a

pitiful thing that a great government should not

set a high standard of relations between em

ployer and employee.

But much of Mr. Burleson's report is for the

purpose of justifying the 50 to 900 per cent.

increase through the zone system that has been

slapped onto the reading public of the United

States. Every citizen should write to Congress

in protest against this iniquitous and oppressive

law.

Mr. Burleson is particularly hostile in his

attitude to the advertising pages of periodicals,

overlooking entirely the fact that it is the adver

tising pages that have made the present high

quality of the reading pages and art work

possible.

He alleges that all periodicals, religious, trade,

scientific and home papers, are handled at a tre

mendous loss to the Government, and he argues

for the 50 to 900 per cent. increase in periodical

postage on the ground that it should be self

sustaining. That is, that periodical readers

shall pay from 1% cents to Io cents a pound

for their magazine postage as against 1% cents

charged at present. This means less reading

and less education and instruction—and at a

crisis in our history when we need it most. Let

us view his results in the light of some com

parisons:

“The Weekly-Farm-to-Table Bulletin” of

the Wells Fargo Express Company shows that

they will collect, ship and deliver at my door an

eight-pound salmon from Seattle, packed in

seven pounds of ice, a fifteen-pound package,

for a total charge, including the fish, of $2.00.

Conference with Wells Fargo people discloses

that $1.00 of this is allowed for express charge,

or in other words, seven cents a pound called for

and collected and delivered at my door.

The Post Office charges ten cents a pound for

the advertising pages of a magazine alone—and

the department alleges this is their cost of han

dling! And, mind you, magazines are delivered

to the Post Office free, and in the bulk of cases

also called for! What is it, inefficiency or bad

accounting? According to this the Post Office

charges 3 cents a pound more for an inferior

service. Further, the same “Farm-to-Table

Bulletin” of the Wells Fargo Express will ship

me eggs, poultry, nuts, butter, apples, honey and

in fact all kinds of farm produce from each zone

marked out by the Post Office Department, or

new postal law, at from 20 to 35 per cent cheaper

than the Post Office Department can deliver tre

mendously important periodicals. It is of course

an absurdity. It proves one of two things:

(A) That the Post Office Department has

no accounting system worthy of that name and

does not know how much it costs to handle

periodicals, or

(B) That it handles them so inefficiently that

a more drastic reorganization of its methods

should be demanded.

Postmaster General Burleson's report might

well deal with either of these phases.

So much for figures—for in a matter of this

kind figures are not as of high importance as

are the underlying principles between citizens

and Government relations. The rational Gov

ernment principle of the Post Office Department

is analogus to that of a Highway Department—

an intellectual and educational highway—that it

should first give the most widespread means of

communication irrespective of cost. It has de
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livered letters in Alaska for 2 cents that cost

$1.00 on a 1200 mile sledge haul with a dog

team—and it has been by such means that Alaska

has developed. Who would deny the sound

ness of that theory or condemn its practice!

Communication, contact, the easy spread and

communication of ideas and progress; these are

the things that make for civilization, unity,

citizenship, patriotism and progress. They are

a special cost to no one man—they are benefits

whose cost and up-keep our social organization

should pay. For our social organization as a

whole is benefited.

It is the reader, it is the citizen, his wife and

children and his community, who are the direct

and great beneficiaries of social progress, whether

it be through cheap and easily secured periodi

cals, or through easy transportation systems and

the abolition of penalties on educational inter

course. And this 50 to 900 per cent periodical

postage increase means less reading for our

country.

If paper, ink, printing and printing presses

had been as cheap and as accessible four cen

turies ago as they are today, our civilization

would be a thousand years in advance of its

present standard.

The benefits of the invention of the printing

press went to society, not to the inventor. The

benefits of periodical circulation go to the

readers and only incidentally to the publishers.

Is the Postal Department different in principle

from the Department of Agriculture? Or the

Department of the Interior? Or the Depart

ment of Commerce? Or the Department of

Labor? Is the Post Office different in the prin

ciple of its relation to the people of the country

from the other departments? Its service is to

the people of the country and it has nothing to

do with paying dividends and accumulating

surpluses, wage driving, or extortionate freight

rateS.

The Department of Agriculture expends

millions of dollars finding out about hog cholera,

glanders, wheat rust and various matters that

mean profit to the farmers. Should it make a

charge to the farmer for that, even to cover the

cost of the experiment? It does not because it

was founded on the theory that the demand for

the increased output of farm wealth should be

properly shouldered by the people at large.

The free bulletins on farm produce, and on

weather reports, and on the mines of this coun

try, and the publications of commercial oppor

tunities through our Commerce Department, and

the opportunity for labor through the Labor De

partment, and the investigation into child labor

—any of these if paid for by the direct bene

ficiary, would entail a cost that could not be

borne.

It is the reading public that receives the benefit

of cheap postage and not printers and publishers.

Transportation cost, be it high or low, is paid by

the consumer and not by the producer. This

whole question of periodical postage involves

the same principles as the old toll-road argu

ments. Today we know that free highways are

of the utmost importance to the welfare of the

country. Yet, there were people who, when the

abolition of toll-roads was proposed, clamored

that free highways were merely a benefit to

vehicle users only! And that the men who

walked would have to pay the burden of the

up-keep for those who traveled on wheels.

What an absurdity! Yet, it is not more absurd

than the present-day claims to which Mr.

Burleson lends himself, that easy dissemination

of reading matter is a subsidy to publishers, that

should be exterminated, as he candidly suggests,

by freight rates, if it cannot survive in the face

of the 50 to 900 per cent periodical postage raise.

In Russia no one reads unless he has money

enough to pay high postage, that amply covers

the cost of transportation and accordingly meets

the ideal postal principle as enunciated by Mr.

Burleson and supported by Mr. Claude Kitchin,

in the last postal amendment passed by Congress.

The figures claimed by Mr. Burleson and Mr.

Kitchin for their zoning rate system are an ab

surdity, in the light of the charges for more diffi

cult freight given by the Wells Fargo Express

Company; and the Wells Fargo Express Com

pany quoting rates 20 to 35 per cent lower than

the Government, giving a quicker and a more

difficult service and delivery, has in addition

paid dividends to its stock-holders. In the light

of such an absurdity it is useless to discuss

figures or efficiency of this character with

Mr. Burleson.

The whole matter is fundamentally one in

volving the principle of the postal function in

its relation to the people of the country. It is

not a dividend-paying department—for no de

partment of the Government should expect to
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pay dividends like a Wall Street corporation.

It is a function that benefits the people as a

whole; it is the modern form of free highways

against the toll-road principle, and no one except

these postal reactionaries would attempt to re

establish the toll-road principles and apply it

either to our highway or our postal department.

When it is not such a function it has no place

either in the Cabinet or a Government depart

ment.

RELATED THINGS

The Psychology of Blame

Extract from an Essay" by Dr. Alfred H. Fried, a

German Journalist in Switzerland

Those who proclaim the innocence of Germany

in the world war seek to avert the crushing judg

ment as to Germany's guilt and to throw it on

other nations, by showing that war-makers were

present in these also. Were there, it is urged, in

Germany chauvinistic war-making parties, organ

izations, politicians? So there were in England,

France, Russia. Were there fire-eaters among

us—men and newspapers? So were there else

where. The book of Bernhardi? “Just such

books, many, many of them were printed and

read in the Entente countries.”

Of this there is no doubt. War-makers drove

their trade in every country. The cult of an

archy, into which Europe had fallen, had in every

land its priests and its profiteers. Among these

in all lands was a solidarity of common interest.

But the power of the war-maker was by no means

the same in all nations. The fire-eaters, war

makers, chauvinists, politicians, belonged every

where to a common system of war-preparedness

and war-readiness. They gave movement, en

ergy, glamour to the ever-ready war machine. A

democracy can afford the luxury of war-makers.

Their campaigns are a natural outgrowth of

democracy, which limits no form of expression.

Freedom of speech gives these people the guar

antee that however war-makers may push their

play, they can never make their plans reality.

But in a country like Germany, where military

tradition has strong roots, where the efforts of

war-makers work in the sphere of power, the

condition is very different. It is quite another

thing to kindle a fire in a well-ordered cook-stove

* “Zur Psychologie der Schuldbegrundung,” in Wissen und

Leben, No. 23, 1917.

in a fire-proof house, and to set fire to straw on

an open hearth in a wooden house.

There is moreover a difference between the

power of the war-makers with us, as compared

with those of other lands. Pacific ideas show a

very different degree of development in Western

Europe, in America and in the small states, as

compared with Germany. Other countries do

not, as with us, despise and pervert the meaning

of Pacifism. The enemy of peace for us lay in

the ideas of Treitschke and Bernhardi, in the

great national daily journals, in the Pan-German

ist program and in the propaganda everywhere

pushed by the army and navy leagues. An organ

ized army of thousands of writers and speakers

was turned loose among us. These were credit

ed, morally and materially by the Government,

which supplied them with money, insignia and

credentials to secure the confidence of the people.

On the other hand, the pacifists not only failed to

receive for our noble program the slightest moral

support from the Government, to say nothing of

material aid, but it is clear that it had deliberately

planned to bring our efforts into contempt.

It is claimed that the freedom given to the

efforts of war-makers in other countries has pro

duced the same result. This comparison will not

stand. Nothing is more unlikely. Every nation

has its advocates of imperialism, chauvinism, na

tionalism, militarism, but in Germany alone have

we seen these doctrines unfolded without limit,

developed without check, and separated by no bar

from the power of the State. Only in Germany

has this happened. -

This result is all the more tragic, as before the

beginning of the war a change for the better was

felt in Germany. In certain circles people began

to grasp the meaning and the moral power of

Pacifism. Only another decade—perhaps half a

decade—and the catastrophe would be averted.

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Week Ending December 18

Congressional Doings

The House Judiciary Committee reported favorably

on December 11 the proposed Prohibition amendment to

the Federal constitution. It has already passed the

Senate, but the House Committee inserted an amend

ment providing that after submission by Congress it

must be ratified by the required three-fourths of the

State legislatures within seven years. The committee

also reported, but without recommendation, the Suffrage

amendment, which also contains a seven year ratifica
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tion amendment. The reporting of the measure at this

time was a hostile act as its friends are not ready for

a vote and wish to have it referred to the newly formed

and friendly Committee on Suffrage. An effort to ac

complish this will be made. The Senate passed on the

12th the Webb bill, which has already passed the house,

legalizing combinations of exporters in promotion of

foreign commerce. The vote was 53 to 11. On Decem

ber 17 the House passed the Prohibition Amendment

by a vote of 282 to 128. It goes back to the Senate

for concurrence in changes made, and is then to be

submitted to the States. [See current volume, page

1217.]

* *

Of the $100,000,000 appropriated and placed at the

President's disposal last April for war purposes $21,

651,493 has been expended, according to a report of the

House Committee on Appropriations made on Decem

ber 12. A bill extending the President's authority over

the fund until June 30 next passed both branches on

December 14.

* *

Two inquiries began in the Senate on December 12.

One was a probe of alleged failure to equip properly

the men in the training camps, the other is to find the

reason for shortage in fuel and sugar. The first is con

ducted by the Committee on Military Affairs, headed by

Senator Chamberlain, the other by the Committee on

Manufactures, headed by Senator Reed. General Cro

zier, Chief of Ordnance, was the first witness before

the Military Affairs Committee. He appeared on De

cember 12 and attributed delay in the preliminary steps

to the slowness of Congress in appropriating money for

fighting equipment. On the following day he attributed

delay in equipping the army with machine guns to the

Secretary of War, and explained further that this delay

arose in adopting a new type of machine gun. A special

board had considered the matter and finally agreed on

the Browning gun. But these cannot be delivered until

spring.

- * *

Claus H. Spreckels, president of the Federal Sugar

Refining Company, appeared before the Committee on

Manufactures on December 14 and declared that the

United States Food Administration is responsible for

the sugar shortage. He said the 1917 crop of sugar

exceeded that of 1916 by 1,230,000 tons and though

900,000 tons of the Java crop are unavailable for lack

of ships that does not excuse the shortage. The cause

of the shortage was that the Food Administration had

fixed the price of raw sugar so low that it was kept out

of the American market and went to Canadian refineries

instead. The New York refineries had to close down

for lack of raw material. Spreckels said further that

G. M. Rolph of the American Sugar Refining Company,

a competitor of the Federal Company, is a member of

the Food Administration and charged that he had used

his position to discriminate against the Federal. In

October, when sugar was available in Cuba and when

Spreckels had appealed to the Food Administration to

be allowed to pay a higher price for raw sugar he was

refused. This was because the American Sugar Refin

ing Company had a consignment of Hawaiian sugar

coming at a lower price, and to have allowed the Fed

eral to purchase at the requested price would have

compelled the American to pay more also. Keeping

down the price of Hawaiian sugar gave the American

$1,500,000 extra profit.

Departmental Reports

Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce

in his report on December 12 said that for the year end

ing June 30 exports of merchandise exceeded imports

by $3,634,450,905. Exports totalled $6,293,806,000 and

imports $2,659,355,185. For the three months since

June 30 merchandise exports were $1,319,213,625 and

imports $729,978,017, showing a further drain of $589,

235,608 on the country's supply of wealth. He recom

mended adoption of the Webb bill exempting exporters

from the provisions of the anti-trust law. He further

recommended establishment of free ports at strategic

points as potent factors in maintaining and extending

foreign trade.

* x

In his report to Congress on December 14 Secretary

of War Newton D. Baker gives a brief historical review

of the year. He spoke disapprovingly of universal mili

tary service, saying in part:

The Department has not sought and does not now

seek legislation on the subject, chiefly for the reason

that the formation of a permanent military policy will

inevitably be effected by the arrangement consequent

upon the termination of the present war. Civilized

men must hope that the future has in store a relief

from the burden of armament and the destruction and

waste of war.

However vain that hope may appear in the midst of

the most devastating and destructive war in the his–

tory of the race, it persists, perhaps because we are

encouraged by the analagous substitution of courts

for force in the settlement of private controversies;

perhaps because all the perfections of nature teach us

that they are the product of processes which have

eliminated waste and substituted constructive for de

structive principles.

When a permanent military policy therefore comes

to be adopted it will doubtless be conceived in a spirit

which will be adequate to preserve against any pos

sible attack those vital principles of liberty upon

which democratic institutions are based, and yet be

so restrained as in no event to foster the growth of

mere militarist ambitions or to excite the apprehension

of nations with whom it is our first desire to live in

harmonious and just accord.

* x

The report of the Secretary of Labor contains an

urgent renewal of the Department's recommendation

to Congress covering use of public lands. Secretary

Wilson says in part:

Land grants to soldiers of earlier wars have passed

into the hands of land speculators, without much

benefit to the soldiers for whose relief they were

intended. A better system would seem desirable

now. Returned soldiers should be placed upon pub
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lic land and helped to make their living there, but

without investing them with absolute tenure rights,

useless to them but attractive to speculators. For

this purpose the Crosser Colonization bill, now pend

ing in the House of Representatives, seems well

adapted in principle and easily adaptable in terms.

Without explicitly recommending the enactment of

this particular bill, the Department urges legislation

of the colonization type for rehabilitation of soldiers

who earn such recognition in the war, as well as for

wage earners in general.

This part of the Secretary's report has not been in

cluded or mentioned in the telegraphed accounts of

the Associated Press.

National Suffrage Convention

The convention of the National Woman Suffrage As

sociation met at Washington from December 11 to 16.

Carrie Chapman Catt presided. The action taken of

most importance was adoption of a resolution declaring

That if the Sixty-fifth Congress fails to submit

the amendment before the Congressional election of

1918 a number of Senatorial and Congressional dis

tricts be selected equal to the number of votes neces

sary to change the result in each house, and that a

campaign against candidates opposing the Federal

amendment be made in these 1918 elections. In our

opposition to individual candidates loyalty to the Fed

eral amendment shall not take precedence over loyalty

to the country.

The constitution of the association was amended so

as to give the executive committee power to expel any

member body which does not conform to the platform

principles of the national body. At a public meeting

held Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane brought

greetings from President Wilson and Secretary of War

Newton D. Baker committed himself thoroughly to the

association's program. A campaign fund of $112,000

was raised.

Urge a Government Housing Administrator

The National Housing Association, of which Robert

W. de Forest is president, has recommended to Presi

dent Wilson immediate appointment of a housing ad

ministrator and creation of a board to provide for hous

ing of workers in war industries. The recommendation

is the result of an investigation conducted by a commit

tee composed of Grosvenor Atterbury of New York,

John Nolan of Cambridge, Mass., and Lawrence Vellier

of New York. Besides recommending the creation of

the positions mentioned the committee urges:

That legislation be obtained from Congress em

powering the President to: (a) Loan Government

money upon proper security to employers of labor

and other agencies for the housing of workers in

industries producing goods in the opinion of the

President necessary for the successful conduct of the

war; (b) to build houses for sale or rent, to buy

and condemn land and take all necessary steps for the

development of communities in which workers in such

industries are to live.

That money be appropriated in sufficient amount to

enable the President to carry out this work.

That in order to avoid dangerous delay pending

action by Congress the President provide from funds

that may be available the small amount of money that

may be necessary to enable the preliminary requisite

work to be done.

To justify its recommendation the committee points

to conditions in Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Sparrows

Point, Maryland, where population exceeds housing ac

commodations. In Bridgeport it attributes the lack of

housing to the need of all available local capital for

development of industry. In Sparrows Point it at

tributes it to the new taxes levied on the Bethlehem

Steel Company, which was thus deprived of funds for

erection of model dwellings for its 6,000 employes.

President Kills An Old Falsehood

In a letter on December 17 to William J. Bryan

President Wilson refuted the persistent newspaper story

that Mr. Bryan's resignation as Secretary of State was

by request on account of an alleged assurance to the

Austrian Ambassador that the President’s “Lusitania.”

note was not to be taken seriously. The letter stated:

My Dear Mr. Bryan: My attention has been called

to a book in which the author states by very clear

implication that I demanded your resignation as Sec

retary of State because of language used by you in

an interview with Ambassador Dumba soon after the

first “Lusitania” note.

You may quote me as saying that I did not ask

for your resignation, or desire it, as any one can learn

from my note accepting your resignation. And this

statement ought also to be a sufficient answer to the

criticism of you based upon the Dumba interview,

for I could not make it if I thought you responsible

for the misrepresentation placed upon that interview

in Berlin.

But, knowing at the time all the facts, I did not

give the matter serious thought, and may add, in jus

tice to you, that as you promptly corrected the mis

representation when, within a few days, it was brought

to your attention, it could not have affected the dip

lomatic situation.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

WoODROW WILSON.

Another City Adopts the Hare System

Proportional representation together with the commis

sion-manager plan of city government was adopted by

Boulder, Colorado, at the election on December 11 by

a vote of five to one. Boulder is thus the second city

in the United States to adopt the Hare system of voting

for election of its governing commission. The first

city was Ashtabula, Ohio. The plan has long been in

successful operation in South Africa, Tasmania and

elsewhere. It assures any group of citizens represen

tation on the commission in proportion to the size of

their vote. [See volume XVIII., page 1123.]

Canada

Early returns of the Parliamentary election indicate

the election of 138 Union members, 83 Liberals, with 14

still to be chosen. All but two Provinces, Quebec and

Prince Edward Island, returned majorities for the Bor
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den Government. Quebec, which is strongly opposed

to conscription, elected 3 Unionists, 60 Liberals, with 2

in doubt. Prince Edward Island elected 1 Unionist

and 3 Liberals. In Ontario 72 of the 82 members were

elected by the Unionists, and all the Mayors have been

elected by large majorities. [See current volume, page

1084.]

Russia

Meager and confused reports are to the effect that

the Bolsheviki troops have overcome the forces of Gen

eral Kaledines and General Korniloff. No other op

position in the field is reported. The Russo-German

armistice was signed on the 9th, and begins at noon

December 17, and remains in force till January 14.

Peace negotiations are announced to follow the begin

ning of the armistice. Much confusion appears to have

accompanied the meeting of the Constituent Assembly,

and the reports from Petrograd are contradictory as

to what has happened. It is reported that the Bolshe

viki Government has threatened to suspend its meetings

unless it carries out their program. The Assembly with

only a part of the delegates present was opened by

Premier Lenine on the 10th. Members are indignant

at the pressure brought to bear by the Government, and

threaten to transfer the sitting to Kiev. A proclamation

issued by the People's Commissary of Agriculture de

clares all lands with their living and slaughtered stock,

all buildings and produce of lands to be national prop

erty under the management of the land committees.

[See current volume, page 1219.]

European War

Continuous fighting has taken place on both the

Western and the Italian fronts. The Germans claim

small gains near Yypres, but the net results on the

Western front appear to favor the Allies. The French

and British are bending all efforts toward securing tac

tical advantages in anticipation of the great drive the

Germans are reported to be preparing. It is estimated

that the armistice has released 500,000 German troops

from the Russian and Roumanian fronts. The Ital

ians, after four days of continuous fighting, have been

compelled to give ground between the Brenta and the

Piave Rivers. Elsewhere on the Piave line the Ger

mans and Austrians have been unable to make any

advance. British troops are now reported to be on

this front. Much bombing by airplanes is reported on

both fronts. British forces occupy Jerusalem, and are

driving back the Turkish forces north and northeast

of the city. [See current volume, page 1219.]

* *

The Russo-German armistice, signed at Brest-Litovsk

on the 9th, extends from December 17 to January 14,

and unless seven days' notice is given it remains in

force automatically. The armistice includes Austria

Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey, and applies to all

forces, land, air, and naval on all common fronts. No

troops are to be transferred except those whose move

ment was begun before the signing of the armistice.

This provision was taken advantage of by the Ger

mans who began in time the movement of all the

troops they need on the other fronts. Peace negotia

tions are announced to follow immediately.

x *k

Fourteen British merchantmen of more than 1,600

tons, and seven less than that tonnage were sunk dur

ing the week by mine or submarine. Though this is

much less than the losses during the spring months,

it is greater than was expected at this time. It is

believed that the number of submarines destroyed is

now near the number constructed, and the increasing

means for meeting them is expected to decrease their

toll next year. In addition to the losses by mine and

submarine a British convoy of five small merchantmen

and four mine sweepers was destroyed by a portion

of the German fleet. Of the two destroyers convoy

ing the fleet one was sunk and the other disabled. The

loss of life is not given, but the number saved indi

cates that it was not great.

* *

Colonel E. M. House, head of the American mission

to the inter-Allied war conference in Paris, reported

on his return to this country on the 15th, that the con

ference had accomplished its full purpose of unifying

the military plans of America and the Entente Allies.

Colonel House said that peace was not discussed by

the delegates, that a plan for financing, fighting,

and rationing was agreed upon, that the morale of

the French and British people never had been better,

and that the American troops were in the best of

health and spirits.

* *

Premier Lloyd George, in his Grey's Inn speech, de

clared himself in agreement with President Wilson's

position on the war, and welcomed Lord Lansdowne's

statement that he also is in accord with the President.

The Premier was confident that the necessary sacrifices

would be made to win the war. Grand Admiral von

Tirpitz, in a speech at Hambprg, said that up to the

present in this war Great Britain has won, rather than

lost, and that “peace based on the status quo ante, or

on renunciation, therefore, is out of the question for

Germany.” Referring to the rumor that Germany

would give up Zeebrugge and Ostend if the British

evacuated Calais, he said:

The evacuation of Calais would never be equivalent

to the loss of such first class security. Moreover,

the Channel tunnel will become a fact after the war.

For real security, we should have, besides Flanders

and Antwerp, Calais and Boulogne. The rumor in

question is a screen behind which the question of

Flanders might be permitted to disappear.

NOTES

—Peasant mobs, it is reported have completely de

stroyed Count Tolstoi's original books and manu

scripts and his old chateau at Yasnaya Poliana.

—It is officially announced that Norway has lost 5,000

sailors during the war from the sinking of Norwegian

ships by mines and submarines.

—It is estimated that 800,000 Armenian people under
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Turkish rule have been slaughtered or starved to death

by the Turks since the beginning of the war.

—The per capita circulation in the United States

December 1, 1917, was $48.50, as compared with $41.73

December 1, 1916, and $16.92 January 1, 1879.

—Edible earth has been discovered in various parts

of Germany, notably in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and

on the moors of Luneburg, near Konigsberg. Edible

earth is also found in Bohemia.

—Although a jury acquitted Israel Weinberg of

complicity in bomb throwing at the San Francisco pre

paredness parade, his release on bail, pending disposal

of other indictments against him was refused by Judge

Frank Dunne on December 5.

—President Carranza has asked the Mexican Congress

for a law authorizing him to establish special differential

rates on imports from and exports to nations that place

no restrictions on commerce with Mexico. This is a

move to meet war regulations laid by belligerents on

their trade with Mexico. [See current volume, page

1157.]

—Incomplete reports announce a successful revolu

tion in Portugal. Dr. Affonso Costa, Premier of the

displaced Government, is under arrest. Major Paes,

who led the revolt, has issued a proclamation announc

ing that Portugal will continue her previous policy,

particularly her agreements with the Entente Allies

against Germany.

—The British Government has according to official

figures sent the following military supplies to Russia:

Six hundred and ninety-one guns, 4,500,000 rounds of

artillery ammunition, 1,769,000,000 rounds of small

arms ammunition, 700 tons of explosives, 2,257 machine

guns, 503 tractors, 1,900 lorries, 3,658 motorcycles, 151

airplanes and 432 airplane engines.

—Dr. Grace L. Meigs, of the Children's Bureau at

Washington, says the advance in the price of milk has

curtailed its use in many families to such an extent that

the young children are insufficiently nourished. Tea

and coffee were used as a substitute in more than half

of the 2,200 families investigated in New York by the

Mayor's Committee on Milk. -

—The Farmers' National Congress in its thirty-sev

enth annual session, at Springfield, Mo., adopted a

resolution declaring that “the principle of a graduated

tax on land held in large bodies for speculative pur

poses is just and proper and that its adoption by the

legislatures of the several States will unquestionably

tend to check the constantly increasing evil of agricul

tural tenantry.”

—The President's Mediation Commission has fixed

the minimum wage for oil workers in Southern Cali

fornia at $4 a day for eight hours work. The decision

affects all refineries and pipe lines of southern Cali

fornia except those of the Standard Oil Company. It

is required that there is to be no discrimination against

men on account of either membership or non-member

ship in unions.

—A plan for enabling every American mother to have

necessary care when her baby is born is proposed by

Miss Julia C. Lathrop, Chief of the Children's Bureau

of the United States Department of Labor, in her fifth

annual report. Through Federal grants similar to those

made for agricultural extension in this country Miss

Lathrop suggests that the State and Federal Govern

ments could combine to make available to every mother

the care she needs for herself and her children.

—The fourth Saturday, Sunday and Monday in Janu

ary of each year are designated as Child Labor Days,

for observance in synagogues, churches, schools and

clubs. This year, because of the war, the National Child

Labor Committee asks that January 26, 27 and 28, 1918,

be used to remind the people of the United States of

their special duty to their children in war time. The

committee is distributing pamphlets containing material

for specials programs from 105 East Twenty-second

Street, New York City.

—The general strike called in St. Paul and Minne

apolis as a protest against the action of Governor

Burnquist and the State Public Safety Commission in

the street railway strike, was temporarily suspended on

December 14, pending arrival of the Federal Board of

Mediation. The general strike bade fair to tie up

every industry in the Twin Cities. Although the Gov

ernor and Public Safety Commission have obstinately

held to their decision not to allow wearing of union

buttons by street railway employes and insist that the

situation does not call for Federal action, the Depart

ment of Labor will investigate the matter neverthe

less. [See current volume, page 1214.]

—Thirteen negro soldiers were hanged at San An

tonio, Texas, on December 11 in accordance with the

sentence of a court martial. Forty-one others were sen

tenced to life imprisonment, four to shorter terms and

dishonorable discharge and five were acquitted. The

men were members of the Twenty-fourth United States

Infantry. The sentences had been approved on Decem

ber 10 by the Commanding General of the Southern

Department. The law does not require approval by

the President or Secretary of War in time of war. The

condemned men had engaged in a riot at Houston last

August in the course of which a number of persons

were killed. The riot was the result of a race quarrel,

the original cause of which has not been reported.

—The Phelps-Dodge Corporation, owner of large cop

per mines and reduction works in Arizona, has declared

an extra dividend of $7.50 a share for the last quarter

of the current calendar year. This is in addition to a

regular quarterly disbursement of $2.50, making a total

cash distribution of $10 a share for the three-months'

period. Including the latest disbursement, which is

payable December 28, the Phelps-Dodge Corporation

will have distributed a total in cash dividends of $32 for

the current year, $22 of which was “extra.” In 1916

extra dividends to the amount of 22% per cent were

paid on the $45,000,000 stock and 10 per cent regular.

Officials of the Phelps-Dodge Corporation instigated the

deportation of more than a thousand miners from Bis

bee, Ariz., last July, a proceeding which involved inter

ference with the draft act and with interstate telephone

and telegraph communications.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Mr. Post and the Constitution

To the Editor of THE PUBLIC:

As it is not unlikely that some of your readers may

innocently accept Mr. George S. Brooks's version of

what I said and meant in my recent contribution on

“Mr. Post and the Constitution” without having read

for themselves what I really did say and mean, I must

claim the indulgence of your space for a brief statement.

According to your correspondent, I am “deeply

grieved by Mr. Daniels's suppression of the slanderous

Navy League, heart-broken by the indictment of Mr.

Jeremiah O'Leary.” I did not mention either of these

matters; neither has the slightest bearing upon my

argument; and I believe the officials were right in each

case. If I should begin this letter with the statement

that Mr. Brooks is hilariously elated by the East St.

Louis pogrom and rapturously entranced by the Bisbee

deportations, I should be equally pertinent, intelligent,

fair, and accurate.

The following sentence, that “in a world of abso

lutism” I “can only comfort” myself “with the

thought of Russia, the present headquarters of indi

vidualism,” is likewise wholly unwarranted by anything

in my article. It happens that I do comfort myself

immeasurably, as does every sincere lover of liberty

and hater of autocracy, with thoughts of the Russian

Republic, convulsed in birth agonies though it be at

the moment. But I did not say this, or imply it, in my

PUBLIC contribution.

Neither in “a sentence containing 162 words,” nor

in a sentence containing any number of words, nor

in any number of sentences containing any number of

words, did I charge Mr. Post “with seeking to over

throw every reform bill from the Magna Charta to the

eight-hour law.” I brought no charge against Mr.

Post except that of misinterpreting the Constitution.

The fundamental democracy to which I “refer so

glibly” Mr. Brooks “takes to mean” something so

infinitely less than what I mean and what most people

mean that I shall not attempt the elaborate task of

enlarging his understanding in this respect.

That minor portion of Mr. Brooks' letter which is

devoted to argument rather than to misstatement and

misrepresentation calls for scant consideration, being

nothing more than a repetition of various false and

question-begging analogies borrowed from the over

worked armories of Mr. Roosevelt, the New York

Times, and other prominent exponents of the sort of

democracy that has steadfastly refused to “comfort

itself with the thought of Russia” ever since the

eclipse of the Romanoff dynasty.

In your correspondent's view, I belong to that type

of idealist who, if my house were burning, would

demand filtered rather than muddy water with which

to quench the flames. Let me substitute a more

accurate analogy, and say rather that I belong to that

type of idealist who objects to the use of gasoline as

a fire extinguisher. And as head as well as hands

may possibly be of service when one's house—or

one's civilization—is afire, let me frankly admit that

in the matter of thought I have a decided preference

for the filtered over the muddy variety.

Wyoming, N. Y. WALDo R. BROWNE.

Mineral Land Monopoly

To the Editor of THE PUBLIC:

In your issue of September 28 is an article by Mr.

Cecil L. St. John, on Mineral Land Monopoly, in which

it is argued that it is not feasible to tax mineral hold

ings on the basis of their rental values, because their

value is not a use or rental value, but is an income

derived from using up the principal. A mine is com

pared to a barrel of sugar, which must be destroyed to

be enjoyed, rather than to a piece of land which is not

used up.

I do not wish especially to take issue with the general

conclusions of the writer, but merely to point out what

seems to me to be an important factor which he neg

lects to take into account—namely, the limited rate at

which the stock can be used up. In normal times, we

find that mines produce for their owners fairly steady

incomes, which cannot by any special means be in

creased to very much above normal, and we find also

that the market values of mining properties are prac

tically equal to the capitalizations of their income pro

ducing powers.

The income which a mine can produce depends on

the rate at which its product can be taken out and sold,

and this under ordinary conditions is definitely limited.

A mine which promises to produce a net income of

$100,000 for the next 50 years is commercially worth

nearly as much as a mine which can produce the same

annual income for the next 500 years, because a small

fraction of the income, put away at compound interest

each year, would suffice to repay the investor at the end

of 50 years for the value of the mine which has disap

peared. Six and one-half per cent. interest on the fifty

year mine would be fully as good an investment proposi

tion as six per cent. interest on the capital in the 500

year mine, or their values would be about in the ratio

$1,540,000 to $1,670,000.

In view of this aspect of mining values, I do not see

any grave difficulty in basing taxes on rental or income

producing values, if there appears to be a distinct ad

vantage in that form of tax, as against a tax on output.

The rental tax tends to stimulate output and the output

tax to discourage output. The rental tax reduces the

investment value of the property, while the output tax

is passed on to the consumer. Personally I believe both

types of tax should be applied, the rental tax as a means

of collecting money that has not been earned by the

holder of a natural resource, and as a means of pre

venting further donations of public property to pri

vate individuals, and the output tax for the sake of our

children and grandchildren. We owe it to them not

to be wasteful of nature's gifts, and I know of no more

effective way of stimulating economy than taxing the

article, the consumption of which it is desired to reduce.

E. W. KELLOGG.

Schenectady, N. Y.
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BOOKS

Mr. Wells’ Religion

The Soul of a# By H. G. Wells. Published by The

Macmillan Co., New York. Price $1.50.

Followers of Mr. Wells in his recent excursions in

religious psychology run some risk of satiety or even

weariness. A hasty reading of “The Soul of a

Bishop” especially in its earlier chapters, suggests a

gathering together of leftover thoughts for which

no room had been found in “Mr. Britling,” or “God

the Invisible King,” done into story form and slightly

overseasoned with the familiar dashes and dots, un

finished exclamations, and short sentences innocent of

verbs. We are told of an Anglican bishop who has

fallen a victim to the weakness of taking himself and

his misgivings, his doubts and fears, his heresies and

speculative questionings, too seriously. Spiritual

hypochondria, the anatomy of which seems to consti

tute the motif of the book, is apt to be regarded with

impatience by well-balanced minds. The shedding of

outworn beliefs ought to be a healthy process, accom

panied at the worst by but a momentary discomfort.

We instinctively offer the cold shoulder to the man

who feels his own pulse, takes his own temperature,

and examines his own tongue, and there seems no

reason why we should adopt a different attitude when

the soul instead of the digestive system is the object

of concern—even though such spiritual egotism is dig

nified by the name of “a craving after God.” The truth

is, this Bishop is a preposterous character, and recalls

to one's memory some words written by Mr. Wells

many years ago and which read like an apology for

the pen-portrait now presented. “Man is a prepos

terous animal, and thereby he ceases to be an animal.

Thereby he ceases to be a creature and becomes a

creator and by his sheer impudence estab

lishes his claim to possess a soul.”

But after a more or less patient perusal of the first

few chapters in which are many banalities and a few

uninteresting characters, including a titled lady who

also takes herself and her religion too seriously, the

reader is rewarded by some really fine philosophic

thinking in Mr. Wells's best vein. At the moment

when the Bishop is contemplating an abandonment of

his charge because of his lost hold upon the Creeds,

he receives in a letter from a brother Bishop formerly

his superior, such a concentrated preparation of sancti

fied common sense as ought to have restored his in

tellectual and spiritual poise. “Stay in the Church,”

he said, “and modify it. Bring this new light of yours

to the altar. The Creeds, if their symbolism is for a

moment forgotten, if they are taken as opaque state

ments of fact, are incredible; so incredible that no one

believes them. The new faith, the clearer

vision, gains ground, and the only thing that can pre

vent the Church from being possessed by what you and

I call the true God, is that such men as yourself when

the light breaks upon you, should be hasty and leave

the Church.” But the preposterous Bishop unfrocks

himself in defiance of the good advice of his Episco

pal brother, and the reader bids him good-bye amidst

his gropings and self-questionings, with somewhat

mixed feelings as to whether he wants to hear or read

more of such unwholesome autodiagnosis of “symp

toms” which can best be treated by living above them.

ALEx MACKENDRICK.

F. G.Year Book, 1916-17, Society of the Chagres. Edited b lb

alboa,Swanson. Published by the Society of the Chagres,

Canal Zone. Price $1.50.

This book is an expression of the pride the men who

built the Panama Canal have in their work. It is an

effort on the part of the society to record and treasure

in briefer form matters of most intimate interest to its

members, and at the same time to convey to the outside

world some idea of why they are so proud of their

work. The book deals with a wide range of matter,

from a history and description of the canal itself to

accounts of schools, churches and the social and indus

trial life of the Canal Zone. And if there be those who

would know more of this great achievement they will

find aid in the twenty pages of closely printed bibliog

raphy of canal literature. Two other features arrest

attention. One is the evident pride with which the

editor presents the canal as a concrete evidence of why

the Government should own, construct and operate all

highways. The other is a spirited statement of the so

ciety's position regarding the Congressional discrimin

ation in canal awards. The old fashioned military plan

of conferring a peerage upon a successful general, while

letting the troops who did the fighting shift for them

selves, when applied in this instance seems to have

resulted in substantial rewards for the military wing,

to the exclusion of the civilians. But be it said to the

credit of General Goethals—as noted by the editor—

that he stoutly protested against this discrimination.

Republics may not be ungrateful, as has so often been

charged, but often they are not very discriminating, and

sometimes they are a little slow in expressing their

gratitude.

Municipal Electric Light and Power Plants in the United

States and Canada. By Carl D. Thompson. Published by Pub

lic Ownership League, Chicago, 1917. Price, paper, 50 cents.

This is the first of a series of bulletins in con

templation by the Public Ownership League of America,

designed to furnish reliable and pertinent data for the

use of students and advocates of public ownership of

public utilities. To a public that has long been the

victim of a propaganda, not too scrupulous, main

tained by private interests, this publication will be a

blessing. For in its pages will be found the story and

the facts that go to show that in spite of the difficulties

of starting the new ventures in municipal ownership,

and notwithstanding the opposition of private interests,

public ownership and operation of public utilities pro

duces far better results than private ownership. It

is shown, for instance, that the studies “which

cover some 1,644 plants show that the average

maximum rate for private plants is 11.4 cents per

kilowatt hour, and for the municipal plants 8.73,

or 2.67 cents per kilowatt hour less.” But it

is in the detailed account of municipal ownership
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in Cleveland, Ohio, where the rate has been reduced

from 12.5 cents to 3 cents, and Winnipeg, Canada, whose

rate was reduced from 20 cents to 3 cents, that is to be

found some of the possibilities of public ownership of

public utilities. The Public Ownership League of

America, under the leadership of Albert M. Todd, presi

dent, and Carl D. Thompson, secretary, and backed by

its aggressive membership, is making a distinct and

valuable contribution toward the solution of the eco

nomic problem.

x * x

If we will seek out and remove the social wrong

which is at the bottom of every social problem, the

problem will vanish. Nothing could be simpler. If, on

the other hand, the cause is not eradicated the problem

will persist, multiply itself and all evils that go with it,

until one day that particular catastrophe which goes

under the dreadful name—revolution occurs.—ToM L.

JoHNSON.

Commended by Bliss Perry, Wm. Lyon Phelps, Richard LeGallienne
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© The Hillacre Reprints are such things as you have

Hillacre Books often wished someone would rescue from an old

- magazine or bulky volume and reprint in a form

convenient to hand and eye and not too costly to give to friends. Frederick Bursch offers

you your choice of little books in prose and verse which he has reprinted at Hillacre for

himself and his friends and their friends. They are all beautifully printed.

T Riverside, Connecticut, between GENTLES, LET US REST |
the road and the river, lies an acre By John Galsworthy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.35

of land, long and narrow and tilted THE ART OF THE PEOPLE

up a little toward the west, so that the By William Morris. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35

dwellers by the road at the top may look
out across the valley to the setting sun. THEHor'o' 35

Half way down the hillside stands a sunny --, -, -----, ...' ... . . . . . . . . •

stucco house built to shelter books, the ON GOING TO CHURCH |

By G. Bernard Shaw. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 |
makers of books, the types and presses

and papers and inks wherewith they make THE LEAST OF THESE

the books. The men and women who By Lincoln Steffens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

make the books love the Bookhouse and HAJ, THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS

the sunshine. The dwellers by the road By Edward Eyre Hunt................... .75 |
at the top of the hill, the squirrels in TAMBURLAINE AND OTHER VERSES

| their trees at the bottom and the birds By John Reed.................. ........ 1.00

that tend their garden midway, all love

the Bookhouse and the sunshine. May Frederick C. Bursch I

you find the love and sunshine in the • • •

Hillacre Books! The Hillacre Bookhouse, Riverside, Conn.

A Reader of The Public–
A man—prominent in the United States Navy, by the way—writes enthusiastically of

“The High Cost of Living,” Mr. Howe's new book. Every Congressman and Senator

should, he urges, receive a copy—and quickly.

Tangible support of his idea—he sends in a check for $25 to start a fund.

We feel sure that those who have read Contents of “The High Cost of Living”

- • icultural Possibilities and Problemsthe book, or Mr. Mackendrick's review of £# . Toole

- - • • - - - The P Ts the Cattlemen

it, will want to do their bit in this educa- ê'g''''tion
- 1 Dl The Middlemen and Distributers

tional plan. The Transportation Embargo

• • • •- - - Why There Is Not More Food

As contributions come in we will imme- Food Control in Germany

• d k full h li ### '.£ng
an or e Indie88

diately send books to carefully chosen lists Exploiting the Would-be Farmer

of Congressmen and Senators to the num- The Tenant Farmer

The Farmer and the Banker

I- “High Cost of Living ” Fund

The Public Book Department,

122 E. 37th Street, New York City.I [

| As a Christmas Gift to the Nation and for the educa- I

| tion of Congress, I enclose, $... . . . . . . for the distri- |

| |

ber covered, so as to get quick action.

In this case, virtue is tied up with speed; im

portant germane matters are before Congress

now.

Those who want to feel really good about it,

should consider their check as a Christmas box

to their country. That is what it will be.

bution to Congressmen and Senators of Frederic C.

Howe's “The High Cost of Living.”
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A Macedonian Cry

| The Roll of

H WORKERS for

NOVEMBER

Everyone listed below sent

in, last month, one or more

new subscriptions to The

Public or has co-operated

in other ways.

Allen, Bernard M.

Allen, Mrs. H. L.

Allen, Lucie W.

Anderson, Albin A.

Atkinson, G. H.

Ayres, F. L.

Babcock, Chas. L.

Ballantyne, Jo

Barber, H. G.

Barton, David C.

Beecher, Jr., Walter H.

Belknap, W.

Bossemeyer, E.

Bowden, H. H.

Bradley, Mrs. K. E.

Brady, Jas. M.

Bragg, T. M.

Brannin, Carl

Bridge, Wm. B.

Browne, Sam

Brownlee, Janet L.

Bryan, Wm. J.

Bullard, Dr. T. E.

Butler, Frank D.

Cable, W. F.

Campbell, F. S.

Clayberg, Mrs. Geo. M.

Cleaves, Helen C.

Cleves, I. I.

Clines, Thos. J.

Clinton, DeWitt

Cod on, W. W.

reth, F.

Cornick, Dr. Boyd

, C. C.

Darrow, Dr. J. A.

Davis, W. H.

Demmler, Walter R.

Detterer, Ernest F.

Dickey, L. S.

Dickson, Thos.

H

É
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É

É

=

É

É

H

H

|

|
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Many friends of THE PUBLIC would like to con

tribute, I am sure, a little time and energy to extend

its circulation amongst their friends and neighbors.

You hesitate, many of you, because you fear you are

such hopelessly poor solicitors.

Friends, listen to me! Getting subscriptions for

THE PUBLIC is not ordinary soliciting—it is helping

your friends; it is making the democracy of your

country sane and strong, trustworthy. Not to boast

but to encourage you, let me tell you that I have sent

in 247 subscriptions in the last eleven months.

A few years ago it was not easy to get subscriptions

for a journal like THE PUBLIC. Now, any intelli

gent person can get them. The more tact he has, the

more subscriptions he will get. The war and our

entrance as a belligerent seems to me as I travel from

place to place to have developed a new and pregnant

spirit. Even the staid conservative is realizing that

the world is in a transition of dangerous speed, the

end of which he consciously or unconsciously fears.

Now, even he is a good prospect for a subscription

for the Journal of Democracy. His doubts and fears

urge inquiry.

And just now, on the eve of the rise in the subscrip

tion price, you have an added reason for calling THE

PUBLIC to the attention of your friend: you give him

a chance to place an introductory subscription at half

price, “before it is everlastingly too late,” as Billy

Sunday would say.

I know that if friends of THE PUBLIC will use a

little of each of the few days that remain before the

subscription rate is changed, I know what it will

mean-the circulation will be doubled easily, prob

ably trebled. Then, on the encouraging, yet danger

ous wave of feeling and thought, rising in volume

|''

|:

|
-

-

|
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Peabody, George Foster

Peake, Mrs. Frederick

Pearson, John A.

Pernod, Alex.

Peter, Stephen

Pierce, E. C.

Plangman, Herman

Playter, Franklin

Playter, Geo. H.

Porter, Charles H.

Post, Louis F.

Potsmith, W. C.

Pratt, Anthony

Prichard, Thos.

as the war progresses, THE PUBLIC will be an ever

expanding influence. And how much the world does

need a journal not of class but of democracy, of rea

son and justice—for the benefit of all.

I pledge all the subscriptions I can muster. And

you will too, I know. Start your first subscription

to the office today!

ALFRED MARTIN COLWICK.

Norse, Texas, Dec. 14, 1917.

Only 10 More Days

before the increase in subscription price of THE

PUBLIC.

Rolf, A. F.

Sandt, Isidore

Scarlett, Jno. A.

Schlemmer, A.

Scott, Alex. Y.

Scott, Julian P.

Scott, Dr. Loa E

* is H.

Seibert, Robert

Seward, H. F.

Shurich, Mrs. G. L.

Siddall, A.I.

Simmons, W. H.

On January 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

On or before December 31. . . . . 1.00

Argument for immediate action should be unneces

sary. No weekly review in the world of the size of

the new “Public” can be bought at $1—nor at $2.
Swann, T. E.

Tausend, Albert W.

Field, Charles M.

Fleming, Robert

Fletcher, H. O.

Ford, Jas. A.

Ford, W. J.

Foster, Nathaniel L.

Gibbs, J. B.

Glegerich, H.

Gilmer, Comdr. W. W.

Glenn, George L.

Goldberg, Samuel

Gorton, H. S.

Granger, A.

Graubard, Abraham

Griffin, F. L.

Grunewald, C. F.

Haase, E. J.

Hackett, C. F.

Hall, G. F.

Halloway, C. B.

Hanna, John

Harlan, Paul K.

Harvey, Wm. P.

Heald, Benj. F.

Heeg, Oliver D.

Heller, Max

Hetzel, M. McK.

Hilton, George

Hoevler, J. A.

Hoffman, Frank

Holland, L. B.

Holmes, H. M.

Hooper, Ben.

H\||
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Horne, C. V.

Jansen, J. J.

Johnson, Lewis J.

Johnson, M. L.

Johnson, Orland W.

Johnston, Grace A.

Jones, George

Jordan, David Starr

Keeler, Chas. H.

Kelly, Dr. J. L.

Kerch, H.

Kiernan, E. E.

Kimball, Chas. N.

King, E. L.

Krug, Mrs. Julia

Kuhner, A.

Kullmer, C. J.

Labonitte, Catherine

Lambert, V. R.

Lauder, F.

Lenney, John Jos.

Levy, Aaron W.

Lewis, Sidney C.

Lightbody, J. P.

Lingham, C.A.

Lion, Rev. H. F.

Luke, Dr. F. E.

Lynch, F. W.

MacCaughey, Paul A.

MacDonald, Donald

Maguire, F. W.

Mann, B. Pickman

Mann, B. V.

Martin, Chas. R.

Marx, Mrs. Guido H.

Mathews, W.

Matthews, C. E.

McCormack, Capt. D. W.

McCue, Chas.

McCuffey, John

McCune, C.

McEwen, Dr. E. L.

McGrath, James

INorton, E. Q.

Nottingham, R. L.

Oken, Morris H.

Otis, Arthur S.

Parks, Mary E.

Patterson, M.

I------*-**** *-* *-* *

The Public,

Thetford, Dr. S. L.

Thieme, Theo. F.

Thorpe, S. P.

Toot, Roy B.

Treit, Lewis

Treit, Martin

Tucker, J. W.

Tuckerman, Dr. W. C.

Tulley, Ch. J.

U"Ren, Wm. S.

Van Deusen, Clarence

Waight, A.T.

Wallis, Louis

Ward, Mrs. L. A. Coonley

Ward, Thos. V.

Warren, Fiske

Webster, R. M.

Weeks, Arland D.

Whitenack, O.O.

Whittemore, H.

Wiersenna, H. A.

Williams, Walter

Wilson, Henry H.

Wolcott, E. C.

Wood, G. W.

Wright, W. S.

Wyman, Bernice A.

* * *- -

H

122 East 37th Street,

New York.

THE PUBLIC for one year to the two names herewith.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address

| I

| I

| |

| I

I Enclosed find $1 for which extend my subscrip- I

I tion to THE PUBLIC one year, and $1 for which send I

I |

| |

|

I

|

|ill--------------------|
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Secretary of War

Newton D. Baker, Writes:

I am glad to see “The Law of Human

Progress” finely printed and handsomely

bound as a possible Christmas edition. It will

be a gift to the mind of each recipient, as

well as evidence of a thoughtful giver

T: Law of Human Progress, by Henry

George, is an entirely new volume pub

lished by the Joseph Fels International Com

mission especially for Christmas presentation

UISe.

CONTENTS:

What is the Law of Human Progress?

Differences in Civilization—To What Due?

Association in Equality.

Social Retrogression.

The Central Truth.

Give This Timely Book

ccTHE Law of Human Progress” is ideal as an appro

priate war-time Christmas Gift or worth-while New
Year Card. It will be treasured for the truth of its

analysis and for its great inspirational power. It is an

excellent example of good typography; 125 pages,

beautifully printed and bound in cloth or leather, with

gilt top. For use as a Christmas Gift it is both inex

pensive and yet appropriate for almost any thinking

person.

$ In cloth, single copy, 50c postpaid; five copies, $2.00; ten copies,

3.50.

In full leather, single copy, $1.00 postpaid; five copies, $4.00;

ten copies, $7.00.

Five copies of each binding, $5.25, postpaid.

LOUIS F. POST

Assistant Secretary of Labor-Writes:

I have just seen a copy of the

George monograph, “The Law of

Human Progress.” Am greatly pleased

with it as a specimen of bookmaking,

and vastly more, of course, with its

message.

In these furious times the author of

this monograph seems to be delivering

the message of a prophet out of the

past in werds of good will and good

sense adapted to the present. It is a

message for every crisis and for all

time. Just now it is of utmost import

ance to the oause of democratic prog

ress, for it points the way to£

cratic peace. The law of human

progress as here presented is the nat

ural law of human association by

which the nations must steer their

course among the jagged rocks and the

tumbling waters of a werld at war.

As the vision of a seer, this mono

graph is thrilling; as a rational ex

position of natural social law, it is

convincing; as a guide to democratic

statesmen and democratic peoples, it

is clear, strong and worthy.

At this moment it is doubly valua

ble, for not only are we at war over

social maladjustments which the prin

ciples of this monograph would rec

tify, but we are approaching the sea

son of peace on earth to men of good

will which admonishes us to live to

gether in unity. If George's "Law of

Human Progress” could be placed in

every American family as a Christmas

token and be read by the household,

it would make this a nation of rational

thinkers, of spiritually minded breth

ren, of world patriots and of golden

rule democrats. It reflects what we

all want, it tells us why we should

want it, and it points out the natural

way to achieve it.

- - - - - - - --- --- --- -- -

-------.

| THE PUBLIC, BOOK DEPARTMENT, |

| 122 East 37th Street, New York, N.Y. I

1 Send me .......... copies of “The Law of Human Progress” 1

I bound in cloth, and .......... copies bound in leather, for which I

I find enclosed $........ - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

| l
| Name.......................................................... |

| Address.......................... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - |
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